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A pulsed laser spectroscopy system has been designed,
constructed, and applied to the study of the dual fluorescence
of fluoranthene. The apparatus incorporates a pulsed molecular
nitrogen gas laser, or nitrogen laser pumped dye laser, associated
electronics spectrometer, and data processing electronics. The
completed experimental arrangement allows for the measurment of
energy (wavelength) resolved spectra as well as the determination
of decay times - time resolved spectra. The experimental system
allows for the detection of fluorescence with higher spectral
resolution than is generally possible with conventional excitation
sources.
The time resolved and energy resolved spectra of the dual
fluorescence of fluoranthene have been characterized. The energy
resolved spectrum consists of two easily discernable regions.
The s region (^"^Sg) at 3700A to 3950A where the major contribution
to the fluorescence originates from transitions d> ->d)0a3 to totally
s o
symmetric vibronic components of the ground state (j)^, and the £
region (S^->Sg) at 4050A to approximately 5400A which represents
to contribution to the emission which arises from transitions
iv
{<t> 0 }'>{ 4> 0 } to nontotally symmetric components {cf> } of the groundX/ Xj Xj
electronic state.
The decay characteristics of the vibronic lines in the two
regions have been determined. Typical of the s region is an
anomalously long 140 nsec lifetime compared to a theoretical
lifetime of approximately 20 nsec, and typical of the t region is
a lifetime of 58 nsec. These results are in good agreement with
theoretical predictions for the intermediate level spacing,
strong coupling situation.
In each region there are observed short lived lines
(lifetimes of from 5 to 34 nsec) which come from unrelaxed excited
vibrational levels of the excited electronic states.
The anomalous phosphorescence (wavelength resolved only)
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In the past few years there has been considerable interest,
both theoretical and experimental, in fluorescence from higher
excited singlet states of molecular systems. In 1950 M. Kasha'*'
proposed that regardless of the singlet state initially excited,
the fluorescence occurs from the lowest excited Tr-electronic singlet
state. That is, fluorescence emission is independent of excitation
energy, and until recently; exceptions to this generalization, now
called "KashaTs rule", were limited to azulene and its derivatives.
Azulene, however, has its first excited singlet state, S^, 14,000
cm ■*■ above the ground state and the second excited singlet,
14,000 cm ■*" above that; so it does not represent the typical case
found in most aromatic hydrocarbons. Normally the Sq-*-S^, ground
to first excited singlet state, energy gap is large compared to the
energy separation of the higher singlet states. As a result,
internal conversion from a higher singlet state to takes place
on a much shorter time scale than fluorescence emission and Kasha's
rule is obeyed.
Fluorescence from higher singlet states is difficult to record
experimentally, not only because it is expected to be of low inten¬
sity, but there may be interference from the background exciting
The journal used as a pattern for style and format is the
Journal of Chemical Physics.
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light in the region where one would expect to observe fluorescence.
Also, self absorption of the fluorescence into the Sq->S^
absorption band and reemission as S^-*Sq fluorescence ordinarilly is
indistinguishable from internal conversion followed by S^->Sg
fluorescence. (See Figure 1.) Compounds which have a strong first
absorption band obviously disqualify themselves as subjects for such
a study.
Compounds of interest for the study of fluorescence
should have the common feature that the first band in the absorp¬
tion spectrum is very weak, and hence the lowest singlet state
carries only a small transition moment with respect to the ground
state, which usually means that it has a low rate constant for
radiative transitions. Close to it in energy should lie the
second excited singlet state with an absorption that is strongly
allowed.
With these criteria in mind, several theoretical explanations
2-7
of dual fluorescence have been formulated, but further development
of a general theory has been hampered by insufficient supportative
experimental evidence.
Historically, studies of fluorescing systems have been ones
of extremes. The simplest case is the atomic system (See Figure 2.)
in which the electronic energy states are widely separated,
relaxation between states is slow, and radiative transitions between
states (fluorescence) is readily observed. Prime examples of this
0




are the Lyman, Balmer, etc. series in hydrogen; and argon-ion
and helium-neon lasers use this effect in the principle of their
operation.
The other extreme, which exists in molecular systems, is
the so-called "statistical limit" case^ (See Figure 2.) in which. each,
electronic state contains a large number of vibrational and
rotational energy states. The density of states is sufficiently
large such that relaxation from higher electronic states is faster
than the time required for fluorescence, and consequently, the
molecular system relaxes to the lowest lying excited electronic
state. Fluorescence occurs from this state to the ground state
and Kasha's rule is obeyed.
The situation involving dual fluorescence is intermediate
between these two extremes and is generally referred to as the
"dense intermediate case". In this situation the vibrational
energy levels of the electronic state are more widely spaced than
in the statistical limit but obviously more dense than the atomic
case. Energy levels of a higher excited state may be coupled to
energy levels of other overlaping states allowing relaxation to
occur; but due to the lower density of states, the interstate
coupling is less extensive, relaxation is slower, and radiative
transitions may also occur from the higher excited state as
fluorescence.
While direct experimental observations of dual fluorescence
have been slow, there is nevertheless a small but growing list
6
of compounds which have been shown to exhibit S2_>Sq fluorescence.
A list of compounds which have been observed to show dual
fluorescence is in Table 1.
Part of the problem in observing dual fluorescences has been
in the development of new techniques and processes for spectroscopy.
Indeed, the application of lasers to problems in chemistry seems to
coincide with the experimental observation of dual fluorescence.
To this end, it has been necessary in these experiments to construct
the appropriate lasers and assemble the proper processing electronics
to carry out a detailed study of dual fluorescence.
It is reasonable to ask whether a laser is necessary for the
observation of fluorescence. The following simple calculation
indicates that this effect probably would have been very difficult,
if not impossible, to observe prior to the development and
application of high power nitrogen gas and tunable dye lasers to
spectroscopy. Presently available pulsed dye lasers are capable of
producing an average spectral irradiance of 0.2 watt per square
centimeter per angstrom, whereas intense white-light sources, such
as a 1000-watt xenon lamp, can only produce 2 microwatts per square
centimeter per angstrom at a distance of 50 cm from the excitation
zone. Hence, visible tunable lasers are at least 10~* times brighter
than conventional white-light sources and pulsed molecular nitrogen
gas lasers are at least ten times brighter still. That is, they are
one million times brighter than white-light sources. Moreover, this
comparison does not include the large losses incurred in passing the
Table 1. Compounds which have been shown to exhibit
dual fluorescence.
Compound Reference
Pyrene 8, 9, 11, 14
3,4—benzpyrene 6, 8, 9, 13, 14








* The data on coronene is not conclusive
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white light through a monochromator in order to narrow the band¬
width^^.
In addition to the obvious power advantage of lasers,
they are already monochromatic so that no power is lost in having
to use a monochromator to narrow the bandwidth. Even if white-
light sources could be made to be as bright as lasers, and as
spectrally narrow, lasers would still have the advantage when time
resolution is needed. The time duration of a molecular nitrogen
gas laser pulse in typically 10 ns., which approaches the theoretical
delta pulse assumed by spectroscopists for many applications.
Thus, the pulsed nitrogen laser is ideally suited for lifetime
measurments where a highly intense light pulse is needed for a
short time only, and then the resulting fluorescence may be
analyzed without the interference from the background of the exciting
light. Typical flashlamps have pulse durations on the order of
milliseconds which is about the limit of mechanical choppers.
Therefore, the nitrogen laser with its very narrow spectral line-
width, short pulse duration, and high power output (photon flux)
is well suited to spectroscopic applications where precise
measurments of fluorescence characteristics are needed.
A very detailed description of the theory, design and
construction, and performance parameters of the molecular nitrogen




THEORY OF DUAL FLUORESCENCE
The thermal back population as a principle mechanism of exci¬
tation for dual fluorescence has been largely disproved; however,
the early experiments were discussed in this light, and it would
be helpful to investigate this background.
15
Birks states that the reason that compounds which exhibit dual
fluorescence have a small (<3000cm energy separation between
and S^, is so that efficient thermally activated internal
conversion can occur during the excited lifetime of S^. The thermal
activation of the fluorescence in 1,12-benzperylene and 3,4-
13
benzpyrene has been proposed by Easterly, Christophoru, and Carter,
and they concluded that the fluorescence of 3,4-benzpyrene
was thermal in origin, originating by back population from S^. They
note that the fluorescence spectrum has very distinct transitions
with the same energy spacings present in the spectrum. To
support this observation, they state that, "Since the
transition must, moreover, end at the same upper vibrational levels
of Sq as do the transitions, we assume that the low energy
part of the ^2^0 emission spectrum resembles the general shape of
the low energy part of the S^->Sq emission spectrum." The ratio of
F^ to F^ (fluorescence from and S^->Sq respectively) was also
determined, as any thermal population of S2 would make F2 more
intense and steal intensity from S^. However, they measured the
intensity of to decrease from 1.4 to 0.5 in relative units on
10
going from -90°C to +90°C. The intensity increased from
0.06 to 0.2 in relative units over the same temperature range.
Thus, the ratio, becomes a slightly increasing function, and
the resulting ratio appears to give an excessive emphasis. That is,
any real increase in intensity is blown out of proportion by
the also decreasing F^ intensity.
Easterly et al., thus assigned the S^ level in 3,4-benzpyrene
to a level 1240 cm ^ above S^, and it seems that thermal population
may be a plausable argument in this case. To summarize Easterly's
13
paper he states that, "From the data and the analysis presented,
it is reasonable to conclude...the fluorescence quantum yield from
S2 is primarily due to an indirect fluorescence originating from
thermal repopulation of from S^."
In a later paper, van den Bogaardt^ showed that at least part
of the emission attributed to emission by Easterly was due to
a "hot" band emission of the first excited singlet state. The term
"hot" used throughout this discussion is not the general meaning
of "hot" but is intended to denote an excited vibrational level
of an electronic state S^, which has not undergone relaxation or
which is vibrationally unrelaxed. Van den Bogaardt et al.,
studied the relative yields and fluorescence lifetimes of the
S2 and S£ emissions of 3,4-benzpyrene from 77°K to 293°K and
concluded that the population of these states was not according to
thermal equilibrium. It was also shown that upon excitation into
11
S£ at lower temperatures > the total S£ emission exceeded the amount
obtained by thermal population from S^; and, at temperatures where
the thermal component was negligible, the S£ intensity approximated
a constant value. This points to a direct emission from S£ levels
after population by internal conversion from the excited levels.
Thus, it is concluded that after excitation into S£ and internal
conversion into the first excited electronic singlet state, a small
fraction of molecules is found in a "hot" S£ state for which
the vibrational deactivation is rather slow. Van den Bogaardt et al.
very convincingly proved that the anomalous fluorescence of 3,4-
benzpyrene consists of two parts: a hot Sj-*Sq fluorescence at
ho)=520 cm ^ and the emission.
18
Hoytink showed that the same mistake was made for 1,12-
benzperylene and that the larger part of the anomalous fluorescence
was from a "hot" S^->Sq emission. Hoytink did not collect new
data as van den Bogaardt had done, but used Easterly’s data and
determined that the main modes which contribute to the vibrational
pattern are: hco^- 600 cm \ haj^ -800 cm \ and hw^, the symmetrical
C-C stretching mode at 1400 cm
Since ha3^ +hu)2 = hc^ and the gap between and S2 in 1,12-
benzperylene is practically equal to 1400 cm the spectrum can
easily be unravelled. The procedure used by Hoytink was to add up
the 1400 cm ^ symmetrical progressions of the main peaks in the
spectrum. These progressions are known to dominate the Franck-Condon
12
pattern, and by adding up all the contributions, a very good
qualitative illustration of the observed spectrum was obtained.
17
Van den Bogaardt et al. found that above 200°K the "anomalous"
fluorescence was the same whether the molecules were excited into
the zero level of or at higher frequencies. This indicates that
the "anomalous" emission is entirely due to thermal population from
13
S^. Since Easterly et al. investigated the hot fluorescence of
1,12-benzperylene in the temperature region 183°K-363°K, we can
safely assume that their observations are also due to a thermal
equilibrium between and the "hot" states.
18
Hoytink also commented on the assumption made by Easterly
13
et al., that both the and emissions terminate in the same
upper vibrational levels of S^. It was shown that the major part
of the S^Sq fluorescence is of vibronic origin whereas the strongly
allowed transitions give rise to familiar symmetric
progressions. Even if the vibronic contribution to were
negligible, the statement would s ti1.1 hoid. becans e the S n ->S _JL 0
transition is of 1,^ type symmetry whereas the 5^-tS.^ transition is
of the L type. In
a
18
Hoyt ink's paper " , he remarks that,
Unfortunately...all data derived by Easterly et al. from the
analysis of their spectra have no real physical significance
and a careful reinspection is required.”
It was thought that if were thermally populated from S^,
then it should be possible to excite into just below and observe
emission from S^. The dye laser (See appendix All.) was set up
13
19
using oi-NND as a dye which lases at 3900A. The object was to
look for emission from S£ which had originated by thermal population
from S^. Unfortunately, no such emission was observed, but this
17 18
is in line with the findings of van den Bogaardt and Hoytink
It thus seems that the process of thermal population of S£ from
is not as generally applicable as had been supposed, and thus,
it should not be assumed to be a general explanation for the
observation of dual fluorescences.
3
Jortner has taken another approach to studying the processes
involved in dual fluorescence in which the vibronic coupling of
adjacent energy states is considered. Attention has been focused
on the interesting situation where a small electronic energy
gap exists between two electronic states of a large molecule.
Typical examples in this class are acene aromatics'^ and
12
naphthalene where the spacings between the and states is
less than 3000 cm
In considering the effects of intramolecular coupling,
between nearly degenerate zero-order vibronic levels, which
correspond to different electronic configurations within a poly¬
atomic molecule, one should realize that the occurrence of interstate
coupling provides a necessary but by no means sufficient condition
for intramolecular relaxation. The anomalously long radiative
lifetimes of the lowest spin allowed excited states of some
triatomic molecules result from the redistribution of the intensity
of an optically active zero-order state among a large number of
14
molecular eigenstates, which are well separated relative to their
radiative widths, and which are active in both absorption and
emission. However, no intramolecular relaxation occurs in this
6
case .
The irreversible intramolecular decay occurs in the statistical
limit, (Figure 2) and is characterized by an excited electronic
state of a large molecule separated by a large energy gap from
lower lying states.
The intermediate level structure situation is characterized
by two excited electronic states of a large molecule which are
separated by a small (less than 4000 cm energy gap. One expects
that strong coupling will exist between a zero-order level <J>
(corresponding to a vibronic level of S^) and a small number
of zero-order vibronic levels {<{> }, which represent a subset of
the vibronic levels of S^.
As the electronic energy gap is small, the interstate
coupling matrix elements are determined by appreciable Franck-
Condon vibrational overlap factors and are thus expected to be
—1 6
large (~10 cm ) . Thus, it is expected that the radiative decay
of the second excited singlet state of a large molecule which
corresponds to this "dense intermediate case" will exhibit the
characteristics of the small molecule limit encountered within a
3
large molecule.
The intermediate situation is characterized by the following
features:
15
1. No intramolecular relaxation between the S£ level
and the manifold is expected to occur.
2. Two spectral regions in the radiative decay spectrum,
resulting from excitation into the S£ state can be distinguished:
a) the "s" region where the major contribution to the fluorescence
decay originates from transitions ij)^^ to totally symmetric
vibronic components 4*^ of the ground electronic state; b) the nZu
region where the contribution to emission arises from transitions
{cf> } "*• to nontotally symmetric vibronic components <p^
36 0 0
of the ground electronic state. Resonance fluorescence from
the second excited singlet state is amenable to experimental
observation in the s region.
3. As the decay time of the s states are much shorter
than the l states, the short decay time of the zero-order state
(j) Is. now diluted among n+1 levels. That is to say, the resonances
yield is inversely proportional to the number, n, of effectively
coupled levels.
4. The experimentally observable radiative decay times in
the strong coupling intermediate level situation should be
approximately equal in the s and Z regions, while the oscillator
strength for the transition exceeds that for the Sq-*S^
excitation by about one to two orders of magnitude. Also, one
should notice that the decay time in the s region will be
appreciably lengthened in respect to what one might expect on the
basis of the oscillator strength for the Sq-^-S^ transition.
16
That is, as the radiative lifetime, t, is much greater than
"ft. divided by the radiative width of the (p state (r>>li/r ) ,
s s
the experimental decay time in the s region is appreciably lengthened
relative to the pure radiative lifetime. (In 3,4-benzpyrene
Wannier et al., observe that the energy resolved radiative lifetime
in the s region which corresponds to "resonance fluorescence" from
the second excited singlet state is appreciably longer, by a factor
of -5, than expected on the basis of the integrated oscillator
strength for the transition.)
5. The relative contributions to the quantum yields for
emission in the s and Z regions are expected to be R=Ys/Y^=Fg/n<r^>,
thus providing a method for estimating the numbers of strongly
coupled levels. Here T and T are the radiative widths for the
s x»
s and Z regions respectively, n is the number of coupled levels,
and < > denotes an average over the manifold.
These predictions for the strongly coupled intermediate case
are drastically different from the features of the radiative decay
in internal conversion when the manifold is "statistical",
whereupon the experimental decay in the s region is appreciably
3
shortened relative to the pure radiative lifetime . The intermediate
and statistical situations can be experimentally distinguished
by measurements of the energy resolved decay times and fluorescence
intensity originating from excitation into the lower vibronic
components of the second excited singlet state of a large molecule.
17
In light of this, Wannier et al. investigated the resonance
fluorescence from the second excited singlet state of naphthalene.
They observed dual fluorescence in which the experimental decay
times vary only mildly (by less than a factor of 2) from the s
region to the £ region. Thus the s region, which exhibits the
S^Sq decay, is characterized by an anomalously long radiative
decay time, which is longer by about one order of magnitude from
what might be expected on the basis of the integrated oscillator
strength (f=0.1) for the transition. It was also noted that
the level will also be weakly coupled to a large number
4 5
(10 -10 cm) of vibronic levels of the electronic configruation
and that this weak coupling may contribute a decay channel for
the intramolecular relaxation of the <f) state. A part of the
observed emission in the £ region may originate from this weak
coupling. The submanifold of strongly coupled levels leads
to the dramatic effect of anomalously long radiative decay time
of the second excited singlet state.
6 12
In the case of 3,4-benzpyrene , naphthalene , and benzo-
20
phenone some "wiggling” of the decay curves was observed which
may arise from radiative interference effects between closely
spaced levels. The models for the radiative decay of coupled
electronic states are an exact analog to the coupled harmonic-
oscillator problem in mechanics. In the harmonic-oscillator
problem, if just one of the oscillators of a coupled pair is
excited initially, the excitation will move from one oscillator
18
to the other and back again with a frequency which depends on
the frequency of the uncoupled oscillators. This periodic
amplitude change has an analogy to the coupled states and should
be observable for the strong and weak coupling cases.
Whether or not the "beats" arising from these oscillations will
be observable in the radiative decay of the excited electronic state
is both a theoretical and an experimental problem. That interference
20
effects should be present on some level seems plausible . That
they will be sufficiently large compared to the purely exponential
portion of the emission and amenable to experimental observation
depends of the molecular system studied, the coupling between
the levels, and the density of states.
The optimum situation for observation of "quantum beats"
should occur when the period of oscillations is on the same time
scale as the damping or lifetime. If the period is considerably
longer than the lifetime, then the signal will be essentially gone
before a single oscillation can be observed. When the period is
considerable shorter, the total light emission during the time
scale of a few oscillations is small, leading to reduced
signal to noise ratio. The second situation is preferable to the
first, because one can fit a locally noisy set of data to a long
train of oscillations and still obtain a relatively high over¬
all S/N ratio.
20
Busch et al. observed a wiggling of the decay curves in
benzophenone and suspected that this might arise from quantum beats.
19
Hochstrasser and Wessel undertook a study of the oscillations
In the fast decay of benzophenone, but were unable to obtain
reproducible oscillations in their decay curves under conditions
21
as close to those of Busch as possible. Thus, Hochstrasser et al.
attribute those oscillations that were observed to an experimental
artifact rather than to quantum interference; so that the experimental
observation of quamtum beats is still in question, but their
possibility should not be ruled out. One possibility is that the
coupled levels have such a breadth of states that the beats would
be expected to damp out after a single oscillation, making their
observation difficult.
The theoretical possibilities regarding quantum beats has
also been investigated by Rhodes"*. Rhodes noted that the inter¬
action between a molecule and light leads to a time dependent
correlation between the frequency of the absorbed photon and the
excitation frequencies of the molecule. The effect of such
correlations is that the excited state of the molecule prepared
by interaction with a stationary beam of light may strongly depend
on the duration t, of the interaction as well as the frequency
distribution of the light.
To illustrate this, consider a beam of light, l(m), with
intensity I and frequency m, which has a band width of Am. Assume
that a molecule is initially in its ground state whose transition
frequencies lie in the interval Am. Any two of these states which
lie closer than 2ttt ^ are excited coherently; i.e., as a
20
superposition of states, however, any state whose nearest neighbor
lies farther away than 2itt ^ tends to be excited statistically;
i.e., with a definite probability, but not as a member of a coherent
superposition of states.
The coherence width is defined as Aw - 2ttt \ and if Aw is
c
the width of I(w) then Aw^ Aw. Suppose the spacing between every
pair of levels lying within Aw is greater than Aw^; then the
excited state at x is a statistical mixture and the excited states
will undergo rediative decay independent of each other and there will
be no interference of amplitudes between states. An ensemble
of molecules so excited will behave as though a given fraction
of the molecules are in each excited state.
The opposite case is one in which all of the allowed excited
states lie in a frequency interval smaller than Aw^; then they are
all excited as a coherent superposition with respect to the molecular
hamiltonian. It is the time dependence of this non-stationary
state with respect to the molecular hamiltonian that is referred to
as a radiationless transition.
As an example of the coherence width effect, consider the
effects of exciting the vibronic levels of a given electronic
state of a molecule. The electronic energy surfaces are taken
to be purely harmonic, with the same force constant and the
Franck-Condon principle (Condon approximation) is assumed to be
valid. The overall width of the electronic absorption band is
denoted by Aw , the intensity I(w) is assumed to be sufficiently
3.
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weak so that the total excited state probability is small, and
the interval between excited states is simply the vibrational
frequency, Aw^. Consider the following two cases:
1. Small x: Aw > Aw > Aw > Aw . This corresponds to pulse
c a v
excitation, whereby x is so small that the Born—Oppenheimer
(vibrational) hamiltonian of the molecule has not had time to change
the vibrational state. Thus the vibrational state at time x is
the same as that in the ground electronic state. The electronic
state of the molecule at x is a statistical mixture of the ground
and excited electronic states, while the vibrational state is the
pure ground vibrational state belonging to the lower electronic
surface. If we follow the vibrational state with time (>x) we
find that it oscillates with frequency Aw^. This is the quantum
mechanical analog of the original classical version of the Franck-
Condon principle which states that, because the number coordinates
tend to remain unchanged during an electronic transition, the
transition tends to be vertical from the minimum of the lower
potential surface to the side of the upper potential surface.
Now consider that part of the radiative decay of the excited
state resulting from transitions back to the initial ground
state. This is proportional to the time-dependent excited vibrational
state and the ground vibrational state. Therefore, the total
intensity due to this transition will oscillate with frequency
Aw^ as the excited state wave packet oscillates back and forth.
Since this oscillatory wave packet is actually a superposition of
22
vibrational states of the excited electronic surface, the oscillatory-
decay may be regarded as arising from interferences of the time-
dependent transition amplitudes from the upper levels.
2. Large t: Aw > Aw > Aw . In this limit the duration of the
cl Ci
exciting light is large compared to the vibrational period, and
-13 -14
considering that the latter is on the order of 10 - 10 sec,
this is certainly the practical limit attained in all conventional
experiments. Since the coherence width is less than the interval
for both frequencies, the excited state time t is a mixture
of vibrational states belonging to the upper potential surface
rather than a pure coherent superposition. An ensemble of molecules
in this state should be interpreted as having a certain fraction in
each excited vibronic state, with a distribution determined by the
Franck-Condon factors.
The statistical description of the excited state arises
because t is sufficiently large that a close correlation develops
between each molecular frequency and the frequency of the absorbed
light component. Thus, there tends to be developed a one-to-one
correspondence between photon frequences and excited vibronic states.
Another way of expressing this is to say that t is sufficiently
large that the vibrations of the molecule have time to adjust
themselves within the interval of time during which absorption
is taking place. That is, the nuclei do have time to move during
the time of electronic absorption. The Franck-Condon principle
simply gives the probability distribution of the excited vibronic
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levels, with the most probable level resulting in a classical
turning point corresponding to a vertical transition.
Since the state of the molecule is a statistical mixture
of eigenstates of the molecular hamiltonian, its time dependence
arises solely from coupling with the radiation field. This means
that there are no interferences of radiative transition amplitudes
from the various excited levels, so the fluorescence decay of the
molecule is a weighted mixture of exponential decays from the
various excited vibronic states, in contrast to the oscillatory
decay of case (1).
These descriptions are not necessarily limited to the isolated
molecule, because if solvation leaves the vibronic structure of
the absorption spectrum intact, then the description of the excited
state at time t would be essentially the same. However, the
dynamics of the excited state following absorption would be different
due to the fact that solvent interaction with the molecule leads
to vibrational relaxation which competes with radiative decay and
excited state oscillations.
Because of the short time required for pulse excitation, the
value of the above model experiment is merely instructive.
However, if the concept of coherence width is to have any real
significance, it should enable us to make predictions about the
fluorescence behavior of molecules which can be tested experimentally.
Now consider a real case in which the exciting pulses range in
“12 “6
duration, t, from 10 sec to 10 sec. Also assume that the
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intensity, I(w), is essentially constant over the interval Aw and
is the same for each value of t. (This last condition implies
that the light is stationary.) The intensity is small so that the
probability of the molecule being excited at t is small and thus,
the effective interaction time of the experiment covers the range
of t .
Suppose that the region Aw contains only two stationary
-2 -1
states of the molecule which are separated by 10 cm . The
radiative widths of each state are taken to be much less than the
spacing between them. For the picosecond excitation time, the
coherence width of the interaction is 200cm \ which is far greater
than the state separation. Thus, the excited state character of the
molecule at t, which may be referred to as the spectroscopic state,
is a coherent superposition of the two excited states with
amplitude given by the radiative absorption amplitude. Since this
state is not an eigenstate of the molecular hamiltonian, its
probability will depend on time (for t>x). As a result of both
the action of the hamiltonian of the molecule (intramolecular
reactions) and interaction with the radiation field (radiative
decay), the resulting time dependence of the fluorescence has
an oscillatory decay. The oscillations in the fluorescence
arise from an alternating constructive and destructive interference
of the radiative transition amplitudes from the two excited states.
An equivalent description of the oscillation is that the spectroscopic
state at t is an eigenvector of some zeroth-order molecular
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hamiltonian^ = H—V, and that the effective intramolecular
interaction, V, drives transitions between the spectroscopic state
and another zeroth—order molecular state.
—6
In the microsecond experiment (10 sec duration pulse), the
coherence width is 10 ^ cm and as a result the two excited
states are not excited coherently, but as a statistical mixture
(i.e., the spectroscopic state is not a pure state). This means
that an ensemble of such molecules behaves as though given fractions
are in the ground state and each of the two excited states. Such
a statistical mixture of molecular eigenstates is stationary with
respect to the molecular hamiltonian and subsequent time dependence
is due entirely to radiative interactions, and is the sum of
exponential decays of the two states.
Even though the light intensity can be controlled to give
the same excited state probabilities for the two experiments, the
fluorescence intensity at t would not be the same. The difference
-12
is that the coherent spectroscopic state (t = 10 sec) behaves
kinetically as one species at x, and the mixed spectroscopic state
behaves kinetically as several species decaying to the same product.
The main reason that these effects have not been observed is
probably due to the small number of pulse excitation experiments
which have been done under isolated conditions and also, the
time dependence of fluorescence is not usually measured. In
5
addition, these effects have not been predicted until recently ,
because theoretical spectroscopists have generally thought of
pure states rather than the more general class of statistical
states described by density operators.
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CHAPTER III
SUMMARY OF FLUORANTHENE SPECTRA
Fluoranthene, in addition to the compounds in Table 1,
15
has also been suggested as a possible compound which may
exhibit dual fluorescence. Fluoranthene is an aromatic hydro
carbon with the following structure:
It has a molecular weight of 202.26 g/mole, crystalyzes into pale
yellow needles or plates and melts at 110.5°C.
The earliest reported dual fluorescence of fluoranthene was
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by Nauman and co-workers in 1957 in a series of unpublished studies
in which they report observing two fluorescence band systems at
77°K. The F^ band (S-^Sq) originated at 24,860 cm ^ (4022 A) and
extended to 17,500 cm ^ (5714 A); while a weaker F^ (S2->So^ emission
was observed from 28,310 cm ^ (3532 A) to 25,430 cm ^ (3932 A).
Two phosphorescence band systems were recorded, P^ originating
-1 -1
at 18,550 cm (5391 A) and extending to 16,610 cm (60,205 A),
and P^ originating at 21,440 cm ^ (4664 A) and extending to
19,000 cm ^ (5263 A). They noted that the F^ emission was the
approximate mirror image of the weak Sq->S^ absorption spectrum,
and P^ is the mirror image of the absorption. Excitation
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below 28,000 cm gave only and P^, while excitation above
30,000 cm ^ yielded all four emmissions (F^, F^, P^, and -^2^'
Nauman also calculated a lifetime for fluoranthene of 212 nsec
in cyclohexane at room temperature and noted that this exceeded
the theoretical value of 16.4 nsec as derived from the integrated
first absorption band system. He concluded that this showed that
F^ originated from the state which was "hidden" in the room
temperature absorption spectrum by the adjacent absorption to the
S£ state. The weak Sq->S^ absorption may be resolved in the low
temperature solution spectrum. In this case the level is
assigned to a state and the S9 level is assigned to a state.
These symbols,and , are designations of the perimeter
free electron model (PFEO), which is Platts theoretical model for
the classification of the ir-electronic states of the cata-condensed
hydrocarbons. In the cata-condensed hydrocarbons, every carbon
atom (and every n-electron) is ori the periphery of the molecule,
and in the PFEO model the TT-orbitals are treated as orbitals of
free electrons traveling in a one-dimensional loop around the
molecular perimeter.
In this model, the orbital ring quantum number, q, is a
measure of the angular momentum and describes the number of nodes
in the wavefunction. When the circular perimeter is distorted to
conform to the molecular perimeter, and the periodic potential
due to the carbon atoms is introduced, q no longer describes the
momentum, but remains a good quantum number, since it still
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determines the number of nodes. If there are n rings in the molecule
there are a total of 2(2n+l) ir-electrons, since each carbon atom
contributes one TT-electron.
The total ring quantum number, Q, of the multi-electron
system is the algebraic sum of the q's of the individual electrons,
the nomenclature A, B, C is introduced to describe the states
of the system with Q = 0, 1, 2, respectively and K, L, M to
describe the states with Q = 2n, 2n+l, and 2n-f-2, respectively.
If the potential were constant around the perimeter of the molecule,
all the states, except A, would be doubly degenerate since the total
momentum can be in either direction around the perimeter. The
introduction of the periodic potential due to the carbon atoms
removes this degeneracy, so that each state splits into two
components represented by subscripts a and b.
The nodes in the electronic wavefunction occur at planes of
symmetry perpendicular to the molecular plane. The subscripts
a and b refer to the two alternative positions for the nodes
relative to the molecule: a) where the nodal planes bisect the
C-C bonds; and b) where the nodal planes pass through the carbon
atoms. Wavefunctions of type b may be formed from a, by the
interchange of nodes and antinodes, and each nodal plane cuts the
molecule twice, so that for the L states (Q = 2n+l) there are
2(2n+l) cuts. The number of cuts equals the number of carbon
atoms and the number of C-C bonds, and the and states
correspond to weaker dipole transitions with polarizations
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perpendicular and parallel to the long molecular axis respectively.
In some molecules, fluoranthene included, in which S., = ^L. :lb*
the transition is not readily observed in the absorption
spectrum because of its proximity to the more intense absorption
1
band system, corresponding to the (S^ = L ) transition.
In such cases the radiative lifetime t and the fluorescence
spectrum can provide a useful mode of identification of S^. For
example, the experimental value of x for biphenyl in cyclohexane
is 89 nsec
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This may be compared to the theoretical value of
2.9 nsec, evaluated from the integrated "first" absorption band,
1
which is broad and structureless. The assignment of ,
S£ - "^a» with the fluorescence corresponding to the S-^-tSq transition
and the observed "first" absorption band to the transition,
removes this discrepancy, which is common to the other biphenyl
derivatives including fluoranthene. Thus, the state assignments
1 1
for fluoranthene should be S- = L, and S„ = L .
lb z a
All of the compounds shown in Table 1 have several common
characteristics which are:
lm si
2. s2 - \
3. S^-S^ ener8y separation is equal to or less than 3000 cm
The first criterion ensures that has a long radiative
lifetime and the second ensures that has a high radiative
transition probability, while the third satisfies the requirement
for the proper density of states in the dense intermediate model.
-1
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The proximity in energy ( wavelength ) and large difference
in intensity in the absorption spectrum of the S2~>Sq transitions
in compounds like fluoranthene, seem to have added to the
difficulty in interpreting dual fluorescences. This was pointed
23
out in a paper on fluoranthene by Berlman, Wirth, and Steingraber
in 1967.
In this work, they measured the lifetime of the region
as 53 nsec, and its quantum yield as 0.30. The theoretical
lifetime was calculated to be 16.4 nsec. Their data indicates that
the fundamental relationship of; theoretical lifetime equals
the radiative lifetime divided by the quantum yield ( tq = t/QY ),
does not hold for fluoranthene where tq is obtained by integrating
over the absorption bands.
They pointed out that usually when tq ^ t/QY, that the
discrepancy can usually be traced to an improper evaluation of
tq in which absorption bands not related to the fluorescence have
been included in the integration. Since the data available on the
work by Nauman is somewhat vague, this may have been part of
1 1
his problem. In systems where = L, and S0 = L , the S ->-S_1 b 2 a 2 0
transition is very intense and the Sq-*S^ transition can usually
only be resolved as a shoulder in the intense absorption even
in the low temperature spectra at 77°K. Clearly then, it is very
difficult to evaluate the proper absorption band for a correct
23
estimate of tq. Berlman et al. using their observed data,
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calculate a natural fluorescence lifetime, t , of 177 nsec, and using
an assumed electronic level width equal to that for most molecules,
estimate the extinction coefficient of the transition to
be 270 + 40. This low value is consistent with the designation
that in Csymmetry.
Probably the first real definitive study of the transitions
24
in fluoranthene was carried out by Josef Michl in 1968. Michl
pointed out that as a result of semiempirical calculations by
the Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) method, that, "It has become
increasingly apparent that the traditional interpretation of the
electronic spectrum of fluoranthene is oversimplified."
Corroborating experimental evidence of this was provided by
measurments of polarized emission and of dichroism of molecules on
25
stretched polyethylene films . He noted that it is a very poor
approximation to regard fluoranthene as a loose combination of almost
non-interacting naphthalene and benzene subunits.
A portion of the room temperature absorption spectrum measured
by Michl is shown in Figure 3, with the small lines representing
the positions of the calculated transitions. The room temperature
spectrum in non polar solvents starts with several indistinct
-1
shoulders near 25,000 cm just on the onset of a seemingly simple
absorption band located between 25,000 cm ^ and 35,000 cm
Little attention had been paid to these shoulders until the PPP-
type calculations of Michl predicted that there should be three




Figure 3. Room temperature absorption spectrum of fluoranthene
in 3-methylpentane. Lines indicate the suggested separation
into individual transitions.
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It was then suggested that the shoulders are due to a separate
transition into the lowest excited singlet state, S^. This
assignment was also supported by the fact that there is a large
difference between the wavelength of the first well-developed
maximum in the absorption spectrum (27,800 cm ^) and the first
maximum in the fluorescence spectrum (24,900 cm ^).
Low temperature spectra at 77°K partially resolved the fine
structure of the shoulder and allowed a simple vibrational
analysis to be made (Figure 4). Again, the calculated transitions
are indicated by the small lines at the top of the figure. The
first (0-0) vibrational component coincides almost exactly with the
first (0-0) vibrational component of the fluorescence, and the fine
structure of the fluorescence bears an approximate mirror image
relationship to that of the "shoulders" up to the point where a more
intense absorption band sets in. However, it is not related to
the vibrational structure of the intense band.
This seems to be the first conclusive proof of the weak
nature of the S^->S^ absorption and explained the nature of many
compounds which showed anomalous fluorescence. Many compounds
23
had been noted which had a large stokes shift, and Berlman et al.
rationalized the large stokes shift by having the fluorescence
originate in a "hidden" band. Michi went ahead to resolve the
band in fluoranthene, showed its relation to the fluorescence, and
noted that it resembled a transition in benzeniod hydrocarbons
by its weak intensity (log e - 2).
OPTICALDENSITY(ArbitraryUnits)
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Figure 4. Part of the absorption Cleft) and fluorescence




When the PPP-type calculations were performed, there were
two electronic transitions predicted for the region of the
apparently simple first absorption band. The peak at 27,800 cm ^
was taken as the (0-0) transition for one of these. Measurments
25
of dichroism on stretched polyethylene foils indeed showed that
the intense absorption band is a composite and consists of two
transitions of opposite polarizations.
Michl's paper provided additional strong evidence for the
composite nature of what was originally thought to be the first
absorption band of fluoranthene. The first two peaks, below
30,000 cm belong to one transition while the two peaks above
-1
30,000 cm belong to the other.
However, it should be noted that in the experiments presented
here, the nitrogen gas laser line at 3371 A corresponds to
29,664 cm which is sufficient to excite the first transition in
the band, but not the one of different polarization above
30,000 cm \ Michl went on to do a complete analysis of the
transitions in fluoranthene up to 50,000 cm (2000 A), but
since these are also above the limit of excitation with the laser,





One of the problems in dealing with any compound which
exhibits anomalous fluorescence, such as dual fluorescence, is
to be certain that the effect under observation does not arise
22
from impurities present in the sample. Birks raised this
22
possibility in regard to fluoranthene; and Nauman used material
which had been recrystalized, zone refined, and purified by
chromatography to eliminate any possibilities of impurities.
23
Berlman bought samples from different suppliers and purified them
by recrystalization from various solvents, zone refining and
column chromatography. He then tested for impurities by exciting
the solution with radiation of different wavelengths in succession,
recording the fluorescence spectrum each time, and looking for
major changes as a function of wavelength. This proceedure is
very sensitive in highlighting the presence of an impurity which has
23
a different fluorescence spectrum. Results of Berlman tend
to indicate that the observed fluorescence spectrum of fluoranthene
is not due to an impurity, as may be the case in hard to purify
compounds such as chrysene and coronene^.
For the present studies, 99% pure fluoranthene purchased from
Rutgerswerke-Aktiengesellschaft, was recrystalized three times from
benzene. The recrystalized fluoranthene was put into a zone
refining tube, degassed by the freeze-pump-thaw method three times,
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and sealed off under vacuum. The sample was then zone refined
for 72 hours on a Electronics Space Products multi-zone refiner,
having five zones, at a rate of one cycle every two hours. For the
final sample, the middle section of the zone refined column was
taken, and a melting point range of 110.5-111.5 was determined on
a Fisher-Johns melting point apparatus.
In order to achieve a transparent glass for low temperature
studies, a solution of two parts ethanol, five parts diethylether,
and five parts isopentane was made as the solvent. This mixture of
solvents is generally referred to as EPA. Instrument grade
isopentane from Phillips Petroleum was used without further
purification. Analytical reagent grade ethyl ether from
Mallinckrodt Chemical was also used without further purification.
Ethyl alcohol (95%) was dried over magnesium for eight hours and
distilled on a fractionating column to give greater than 99%
water-free ethanol. Solutions were made at the concentration to be
studied, placed in a quartz tube (4 mm O.D.) and degassed three
times by the freeze-pump-thaw method to 20 microns.
The samples prepared in this manner were then ready for
running on the appropriate apparatus in the laboratory. It is
estimated that the change in concentration as a result of the
freeze-pump-thaw cycle is less than ten percent.
Particular care must be taken in running freshly degassed
samples which have been purged by the freeze-pump-thaw method.
This technique is particularly amenable to the formation of regions
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of high concentration of solute. This agglomeration results in
regions of high concentration, which may allow solute-solute
interaction and self absorption to occur with resulting quenching
of the fluorescence. This is particularly severe at high initial
_3
concentrations (10 M) and has been responsible for some irratic
behavior in the fluorescence of some samples. It is also
suggested that in this light, and in the light of survey spectra
run on the fluorimeter; that the extent of self absorption in
compounds like fluoranthene has not been fully recognized.
To remedy this problem, degassed samples should be allowed
to stand to warm to room temperature and then allowed to stand for
a sufficient period or else mechanically shaken to disperse any
areas of agglomeration. Likewise, it is especially important to
insure that the initial concentration is low enough to prevent
appreciable self absorption of the fluorescence.
Ins trumentation
Preliminary survey spectra were run at 77°K on a Baird
Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometer model SF-100 in order to establish
the fluorescence spectrum and define the possible regions of interest.
The experimental arrangement for recording the dual fluorescence
of fluoranthene by laser excitation is schematically represented
in Figure 5. The apparatus shown in Figure 5 consists of a
laboratory constructed molecular nitrogen gas laser which has




construction details and performance characteristics.) The laser
is powered by a 20 KV, 50 ma, 1 KW, power supply model 820-50
from Hipotronix Inc. and is controlled by a laboratory built
control system (Figure AI-4) which allows a variable pulse rate
from one pulse per second to 30 pulses per second.
As an added control device, a provision has been made to
allow an external pulse generator to be used to fire the laser
through the control box. This allows not only slower pulse rates,
if necessary, but will also allow manual triggering of the laser
for single pulse analysis, or allow only a few pulses to be
averaged for power measurments.
The laser system consists of the laser channel, power supply,
control system, and vacuum pump to supply a flow of nitrogen:
all of which is sealed in a specially designed cage to screen out
any radio frequency effects from the detection apparatus. The
laser channel is sealed in a large copper box which completely
encloses the laser. The power supply and control system are sealed
in a cage made of aluminum wire screen. Power leads on the triggering
apparatus feed through special high voltage diodes at the interface
of the copper box to keep the RF energy from being radiated back
down to the control system. All 110 V supply lines for the laser
system are kept on a separate power line from the detection
apparatus. For the use of the dye laser, the dye laser replaces
mirror M^. (See Appendix II for construction and performance
details.)
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The detection apparatus consists of a Jarrel Ash, one-half
meter spectrometer, model 82-000, with a 0.2 A resolution in the
first order; this is coupled to either a 1P28 photomultiplier
or an Amperex 56UVP photomultiplier. The Amperex model 56UVP
photomultiplier is powered by a Fluke High Voltage power supply
model 408B and is useful for detection of very weak fluorescences
because it has a much greater dynamic range than the 1P28. Its
g
gain is 10 at 2200V and has a rise time of 2 nsec. For most
applications, the 1P28 photomultiplier is used as it has a response
g
time of less than 2 nsec and the voltage required for a 10 gain
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is only 750 volts . Maximum voltages are 1050V for the 1P28
and 2500V for the 56UVP.
The heart of the detection apparatus is the Princeton
Applied Research Model 162 Boxcar Integrator which is equipped
with two model 164 gated integrators which render it as a dual
channel integrator. In its simplest form, boxcar averaging is a
process of controlled sampling and sample averaging. The process
involves measuring the amplitude of a specific point on a repetitive
waveform several times and then computing the average value of those
measurments.
In some experiments it is necessary to examine the shape of
a repetitive waveform. In the boxcar, this is done automatically
by time-scanning a sampling aperture across the waveform. The
sampling rate is made slow enough to permit a sufficient number
of samples to be taken in each segment of the waveform to insure
accurate results. The output in the scanning operation is a dc
level which follows the shape of the waveform under study.
In general applications the instrument synchronously samples
the input signal by passing it through an aperture that can be
fixed at any point on, or slowly scanned across, the input signal.
The signal passed through the aperture is averaged by a variable
time constant integrator, the output of which is the average of
some number of repetitions of the input signal over the aperture
duration. Because the average value of the noise over a large numbe
of repetitions is zero, an improvement in the signal-to-noise
ratio ( SNR ) occurs. If the aperture is fixed on a single point of
the input signal, the output rises asympotically toward the
amplitude of the synchronous portion of the input signal at the
sampled point. If the aperture is scanned across the input signal,
the synchronous waveform is reproduced at the output.
The boxcar integrator used in these experiments is equipped
with a digital storage option which converts the analog voltage to
a digital storage register and permits virtually infinite holding
time to allow signals with extremely low duty factors to be
averaged. A boxcar having two integrator modules functions as a
dual channel integrator in that either channel may be processed
by the 162 main-frame or the difference of the two channels may
be processed. One of the more useful options available is the use
of the ratio function which allows channel A to be compared to
channel B and a ratio taken. This is especially useful in laser
experiments where channel B - used to monitor the slightly
fluctuating laser power, and to normalize the signal of interest
to the laser intensity. This is analogous to a double beam
spectrometer which alternatively compares a reference beam to a
sample beam, except that in this case both beams are sampled
simultaneously. Prior to being made available at the output
connector, the main-frame (162 module) output signal is smoothed
by a low pass filter with a time constant that is continuously
adjustable from 100 ysec to 100 sec.
Delay controls in the main-frame permit the aperture in each
channel to be delayed independently from 1% to 100% of the Delay
Range (time period of interest). The Delay Range is selectable
in a 1-2-5 sequence from 0.1 ysec (100 nsec) to 50 msec. The
scan time, the time required to scan the aperture across 100%
-2
of the selected Delay Range, can be set to any value from 10 sec
to 10“* sec.
The Model 164 Gated Integrator module offers a choice of
aperture widths ranging from 5 nsec to 50 msec. Pushbutton
switches allow a choice of 50S7 or 1MQ input impedance, ac or dc
coupled., and the choice of linear (summation) or exponential
averaging. Both the module gain and aperture duration may be
trimmed to provide an exact match between modules if two Model 164*
are to be used in dual-channel operation.
In manual operation, the aperture delay range time-base
voltage is compared to the corresponding % initial delay control
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voltage. The gate (aperture) opens at the time set by the %
Initial Delay Control. Each channel is provided with a separate
% initial delay circuit permitting the sampling switch of each
channel to be closed at a different point on the aperture delay
range time base if desired. Through the proper selection of the
Aperture Delay Range and the setting of the % Initial Delay
Controls, any point on the repetitive waveform under study may
be sampled.
When the instrument is set for automatic scan, an internally
generated scan ramp is also applied to the delay circuits. The %
Initial Delay voltage and Scan Time ramp voltage are summed and sent
to an aperture comparator which opens the gate. When the % Initial
Delay control is set to its minimum position, the delay between
the trigger and the aperture position is determined solely by the
Scan Ramp. Figure 6 shows the time and amplitude relationships
between the Aperture Delay Range time-base ramps, the Scan Ramp,
and the aperture position. As the scan ramp ascends, the voltage
applied to the comparator rises, and the aperture opens slightly
later relative to the trigger time with each position. That is,
the aperture is positioned slightly later on the Aperture Delay
interval with each repetition.
When the % Initial Delay Control is adjusted to a setting
other than minimum, the comparator input voltage is offset by the
amount of the dialed Initial Delay. As a result, the beginning
of the aperture scan is time shifted; and the resulting scan is
APERTURE DELAY RANGE
TIME BASE RAMP
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Tq = Aperture delay range time base trigger.
T - Time when aperture opens.
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Figure 6. Position of gated aperture and its relation
to the boxcar trigger in the scaned mode of operation.
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confined to an interval bounded at one end by the dialed Initial
Delay, and at the other end by the selected Aperture Delay Range.
In all applications, the boxcar must be triggered either
by the line voltage, or as is usually the case, by an external
stimulus from the experiment under observation. In the experiments
used to detect dual luminescence one must be concerned with the
time-pulse fluctuations in the laser itself. Therefore, since
—8
each laser pulse, which is 10 sec in duration, causes fluorescence,
the laser pulse itself was taken to be the point of zero time
in order to initiate an aperture delay range time base ramp
(Figure 6).
However, there is nominally a 20 nsec delay from the point of
triggering until the onset of a time base, so the signal of interest
must be delayed in order to have it fall within the selected aperture
delay range. This is accomplished by the use of 50 feet of
low loss coaxial cable from the photomultiplier to the boxcar
and gives a resultant delay of 67 nsec.
The trigger used to initiate the time base is a Pin-Ten
photodiode biased at +45 volts. Such an arrangement has a very
fast rise time and a high, stable output for triggering. The
output voltage is nominally +22 volts and triggering of the boxcar
is adjustable over +5 volts. Also, triggering on the positive
going or negative going edge of the trigger pulse is possible.
The experimental apparatus set up in this way, in no way interferes
with the ability to recover information on the leading edge of the
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input pulse.
Figure 7 illustrates the basic timing relationships in the
boxcar and represents the process occuring in the previous
discussion. Each time the boxcar is triggered (triggering on the
positive edge of an externally derived trigger is indicated in the
figure) there occurs a fixed trigger delay of nominally 20 nsec,
at the end of which the selected Aperture Delay Range begins.
(For convenience in illustration, the Aperture Delay Range is
shown as a pedestal, although from an operating point of view,
it is simply a selected time interval.) At some time after the
beginning of the aperture delay range interval, but before the ending,
an aperture (gate) opening occurs. The duration of the aperture
opening can extend beyond the end of the aperture delay range
normally does not. Usually, the aperture opening is very short
relative to the selected delay range. In single point analysis
(fixed Gate) the aperture opens at the same time after each
trigger. In scanned operation it opens a bit later after each
trigger, with the incremental increase in aperture delay
each repetition normally being small relative to the duration of
the aperture opening itself.
In examining dual fluorescences, two types of experiments are
necessary. The first is a spectral (energy) distribution of the
fluorescence, and the other is a time history of a portion, or
portions, of the spectrum. The time history spectra are actually












Figure 7. Basic timing relationships in processing a
signal through the boxcar integrator.
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decay time of the energy region under study.
Figure 8 represents the first type of experiment in which
a narrow gate is fixed in time with respect to the laser pulse
and the spectrum scanned with the spectrometer. The spectrum
in Figure 8 is of the F^ (S^->-Sq) , and F^ (S^+Sq) regions of
fluoranthene and represents the fluorescence profile 120 nsec
after the laser pulse. By recording a spectrum at various fixed
delays, with reference to the laser pulse, it is possible to
compare spectra at different delay times and detect any changes
in the intensity distribution - in effect obtain time resolved
spectra.
On the other hand, Figure 9 illustrates the scanned mode of
operation in which the spectrometer is fixed at some wavelength
(energy) and the boxcar is scanned in time. This mode, as described
earlier, provides a decay curve of the energy state in question.
Figure 9 shows a time profile for the 3371A laser excitation and
its relation to the 4050 A line of the fluorescence in fluoranthene
which it is exciting.
Although the boxcar integrator provides an output of the scan
ramp which is suitable for driving a X-Y recorder, in these
experiments the output from the 162 main-frame is simply displayed
on a Hewlett Packard strip chart recorder model 7101B equipped
with a model 17500A plug-in module. This allows both types of













Figure 9. Time profile of the 4050A line of the fluorescence
in fluoranthene, and its relation to the exciting pulse.
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Due to the sensitive nature of the apparatus, it is very
important to have the fluorescing sample properly aligned on the
entrance slit of the spectrometer. In cases where the fluorescence
yield is large and the 1P28 photomultiplier is used, it is
possible to align and focus the fluorescence on the slit by use
of an oscilloscope. The output from the photomultiplier is
connected to a Tetronix model 564 dual trace, storage oscilloscope,
and the position of the sample and the focusing lens are adjusted
for a maximum signal on the scope. With the sample aligned, the
photomultiplier is connected to the boxcar and the appropriate
spectrum is run.
In cases where the fluorescence yield is low and where the
56UVP photomultiplier is used, a slightly different alignment
proceedure must be used. The model 564 oscilloscope is not fast
enough to record the weak pulses from the 56UVP, so the photo¬
multiplier is removed and a Metrologic model 610 He-Ne laser is put
in its place. The laser beam is aimed at the exit slit of the
spectrometer, the spectrometer is set to the laser wavelength (6328A) ,
and the beam is allowed to exit through the entrance slit of the
spectrometer. The beam now emerging from the entrance slit is
approximately 1mm in width, depending on the slit setting and the
resulting diffraction, and defines a line along which the sample
may be placed in order to be in proper alignment with the
spectrometer. The sample is placed in the center of the exiting
laser beam, the lenses focused, and the photomultiplier is replaced
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with care so as to not distrub any of the previously set components.
The sample is now correctly aligned and the spectrum may be run.
This technique has been especially successful in studies where
the dye laser was used to excite only F^ fluorescence. The
extinction coefficient at the excitation wavelength of 3900A is very
small, thus the resulting fluorescence is quite weak. However,
use of this alignment technique makes the observation of a selected
fluorescence region experimentally much more feasible.
Recording and analysis of energy resolved spectra is fairly
straight forward. Usually, the most intense peak in the region of
interest is taken as a standard of intensity. That is, the gain of
the electronic apparatus is set such that the most intense peak-
in a region is displayed with a full-scale deflection on the recorder.
In other words, each spectrum is normalized with respect to one
certain line. The 4600A line is used for F^, and F^ and F^ spectra,
while the 3820A line is used for F^ spectra only. This allows
a comparsion between spectra with different decay times to have a
comparable resolution, and permits one to observe changes in the
spectrum at long delay times where the intensity is low.
Data Processing
The process of obtaining real decay times from experimental
curves is generally referred to as deconvolution. The purpose
of deconvoluting optically induced transients is to free them from
two sources of distortion: the finite rise time, width, and decay
of the exciting pulse, and distortion introduced by the photon
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detection and timing apparatus.
Several attempts to analyze such- data have been made and
may generally be put into three classes. The first is really
a subtraction procedure in which the decay curve is first examined
at times sufficiently long so that all but one of the decays
become negligibly small. The slowest decay is thereby determined.
The effect of this decay is then subtracted from the data and the
next slowest decay determined. If the light pulse conformed to a
delta pulse, all components of a decay could be determined in this
way; in practice, however, the pulse is of finite duration and
the proceedure involves the subtraction of quantities that are
nearly equal, and the experimental errors become rapidly magnified
and quickly dominate the procedure.
The second procedure relies on curve fitting methods. Such
methods are in principle capable of analyzing data, but in practice
curve fitting is sensitive to the choice of the number of components
to be fitted, and extremely sensitive to even small errors in the
27 28 29
data . Ware 9 has made extensive use of this technique and
suggested that it be termed an Exponential Series Method
29
In his
approach, the decay curve was represented by a series of the type
G(t) - S a e~t/xk .
k=l k
That is, the decay curve data is reproduced by a series of
"■~L / T
exponential functions of the type ae
The problem then is to evaluate the a^/s and x^/s. However,
deconvolution with such a function, where one optimizes both
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and x^ becomes awkward when n Ls large because one has the
variable x^ inside the integral that must be numerically
evaluated for each, data point. In practice the x^/s are not
varied but are preselected to, span a suitable range and only the
a^*s are varied. This reduces deconvolution to the solution
of a set of n simultaneous equations, but the x^'s are arbitrary
and have no physical significance, nor is there any simple
relationship between the x^'s or the a^’s and the relaxation times
29
of the system. In situations used by Ware , as many as 15
variables are used (n=15) , and while the resulting solution
reproduces the observed data, it has little significance in
giving a physical interpretation of the results.
The third method, and the method used to analyze the experimental
data generated here, is the "Method of Moments" which has been
27
developed by Isenberg and Dyson . The theory of analysis by
the method of moments according to Isenberg and Dyson is briefly
outlined in the following discussion.
Isenberg and Dyson set out by letting f(t) be the luminescence
intensity from a sample excited by a Dirac delta function flash at
t=0
N _x t
f (t) = I a e n
n=l n
where = 1/x . The problem is to determine the number of components
N, the amplitude a^, and the decay constants A .
In practice, the flash of light used to excite the sample is of
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finite duration, and may be comparable in duration to the
fluorescence lifetime of the sample; consequently, the exciting
light cannot usually be approximated by a delta function.
Let E(t) be the intensity of the exciting lamp and F(t)-
be the emission of the sample when excited by E(t). Then F(t)
is given by the convolution
F(t) = / E(t-u)f(u)du
0
where F(t) and E(t) constitute the experimentally determined data.
The moments of F and E are defined by
and
p. = / t F(t)dtR o
m^ = / t^E(t)dt
where the moments p^. amd m^ may now be considered to be the given
experimental information,
til
The K moment of F is,
CO L- oo
p, = / t / E (t-u)f (u)dudtk 0 0
1c
where p^ is the double integral of t E(t-u)f(u) in the u,t, plane,
taken over the area bounded by u=0 and u=t. If the order of
integration is reversed, one obtains
p, = f f (u) / (u+v) E(v) dvduk o 0
k+1
= k! E G
s=l s (rak+l-s)/(k+1"s)!




G = £ a /A = Z a t
s n=l n n n-1 n n
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For successive values of k, a set of linear equations
is obtained such that
p0 = Gimo>
yl = Glml + G2V
and y2^2! = Gim2^2! + G2ml + G3m0 ’
These equations may be used to solve for the GTs given the moments
^i* mi* ^ set 2^ G'S comPletely characterizes a given sample.
In other words, a knowledge of such a set is equivalent to a
specification of aiy***an> For small values of N the
aTs and XTs may be determined from Gl’ G2* G2N9 by elementary
algebra.
Because of experimental error it is often impossible to give
an absolute meaning to N, the number of components. For example,
if experimental data is obtained from a system that has but a single
decay with a decay constant X, it will always be possible to
satisfy the experimental data by assuming that two components are
present with decay constants X_^~A^ and X^+A^, provided and A^
are small enough. In other words, experimental errors preclude the
possibility of resolving two components that have sufficiently
close decay constants, or even of deciding if two species, rather
i
than one, exist. Similarly, in multicomponent systems, it is
impossible, in an absolute sense, to state how many components are
present.
Unfortunately the emission data, F(t), extends only to
some finite time, T, rather than to infinity as required in the
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integration proceedure. Approximating the moments of F(t)
p* - f t^FCt)dt
1c 0
by pt - t^F(t)dt
. o
may introduce significant errors, which become progressively
worse as k. becomes larger. No difficulty is encountered in the
excitation data, E(t), however, since it rapidly approaches zero
at early values of t.
This cut-off error is important because it appears that for
reasonable sets of data, it is impossible to use the method of
moments for a multicomponent analysis without a good correction.
For such a correction, an iterative procedure has been proposed
where p^ is first approximated from the available data and then
corrected by adding
oo ^ N —Ant
<5p. = /_t l a e nr dt.k T n=1 n
To calculate dp.^, approximate values of and A^ are used.
The resulting moments are then used to find new values of a and A
n n
which then allows a second estimate of fip^. The process is repeated
until an arbitrary small change in each of the parameters is
achieved at each iteration.
The convergence of the iteration is followed by finding the
root mean square difference between the values of p^ calculated
and estimates based on the equation,
est /-T k N t \ -A t , ,
p, = / t E a / E(t-p)e n dpdtk 0 n=l n0
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For rapid convergence 6p^ is desired to be as small as possible,
and this requires that data be used at long enough times for the
fluorescence to decay to low values. However, as the emission becomes
smaller, the signal-to-noise ratio increases and the analysis
becomes worse. It is therefore not feasible, in general, to make
arbitrarily small, and it is this feature that makes the
cut-off correction important.
27
In the analysis scheme developed by Isenberg and Dyson the
computational scheme is as follows:
1. N moments are calculated from the excitation data, E,
and an equal number from the fluorescence data, F.
2. An attempt is made to reconcile these moments with a
single decay by fitting the fluorescence curve at long times to
a single exponential. The constants a and X for this hypothetical
single component are determined from the fit.
3. The values of a and X are used to calculate a cut-off
correction, dp .
K.
4. From the values of 6p^ and the experimental values of
, and p^ a set of G's is determined.
5. The set of G's is then solved for the new values of
a and X.
6. These new values are used to calculate moments of F,
which are then compared with the experimentally determined moments.
7. If the fit is unsatisfactory, the program returns to step 3.
8. If the fit is satisfactory, the number of components is
61
increased by one and excution is terminated.
Isenberg and Dyson also note that in cases where noisy two
component data was analyzed for three components, that a common
finding was a third component which showed a large value of
and a small value of a . Also cases were found which showed a third
component with small negative values of and t^. Both of these
situations were interpreted to be the result of a small base line
drift.
The computer program used to process the data generated here
27
is based on the method of moments by Isenberg and Dyson and
was supplied to us by Richard Hautala of the University of Georgia.
The program was used initially without modification, but later
a feature was added which plotted the shape of the calculated
decay function. A sample plot of the experimental decay curve,
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Figure 10. Sample plot of an experimental decay curve,





In order to test the data of Nauman reported by Birks ,
and in order the define the spectral regions of interest in
fluoranthene, survey spectra were run on the Baird Atomic
Fluorimeter. Figure 11 shows the fluorescence and phosphorescence
emission of fluoranthene excited at 366 nm. The samples used
-4
were run at 77°K in EPA at a concentration of 10 M. The
phosphorescence (dotted line) was measured using a mechanical
chopper to screen out the shorter lived fluorescence and was
normalized to full scale intensity for display. The relative
magnitude of the phosphorescence can be seen from the shoulders
on the fluorescence band in the 560 nm region.
Figure 12 shows the fluorescence and phosphorescence from
the same sample excited at 314 nm and shows the new fluorescence
F^ and phosphorescence P^. Again, the phosphorescence, shown
by the dotted line, is normalized to full scale and bears no
intensity relationship to the fluorescence. The transitions of
interest thus defined are S2^So ^2^’ S1^S0 9 T2^S0 ^2^’ an<*
T^-*Sq (P^) ‘ sPectral results are in good agreement with those
reported by Nauman with the exception of the portion* of the
spectrum. Nauman reported the P^ phosphorescence as originating
at 466 nm; however, we observe it to originate at a higher energy
in the region of 400 nm. This is more in keeping with the process
of phosphorescence in which one expects a triplet state ordinarily
INTENSITY
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Figure 11. Fluorescence and phosphorescence of fluoranthene
at 77°K, and excited at 3660 angstroms.
INTENSITY
Figure 12. Fluorescence and phosphorescence spectrum of
fluoranthene at 77°K, and excited at 3140 angstroms.
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to lie slightly lower in energy than its corresponding singlet
state. That is, should lie lower in energy than S^j and
will lie lower than S^. This is the case that has been found
experimentally in fluoranthene, indeed with between S£ and S^.
The observation of phosphorescence from T^ to Sq in fluoranthene
presents a very interesting problem. The transition is, of course,
spin forbidden and therefore rather long lived (>10 ^ sec).
The internal conversion from T^ to T^ is spin allowed and would
be expected to compete favorably with T^ to Sq phosphorescence
even though the orbital symmetries of T^ and T^ are the same as
those of and S^, respectively. The indicated slowness or
lack of internal conversion of T^ to T^ probably means that there
is an insufficient density of vibronic states of T^ in the energy
range of and that there is inadequate Condon overlap of the
vibronic states of T^ with those of T^.
With the areas of interest defined in the fluoranthene
spectrum, samples were run on the laser-fluorescence system
as shown in Figure 5. At first some difficulty was encountered
in reproducing the spectra from sample to sample and in different
solvents, however, it was later shown that self absorption has
a greater influence than was first supposed. The difficulties
encountered in the early spectral runs can now be attributed to
agglomeration of the solute, as discussed earlier, or to having
an excessively high initial concentration. The survey spectra of
-4
the fluorimeter were run at a concentration of 10 M and since the
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spectra were reproducible and representative of the literature,
some confidence was gained.
It was thought (since the magnitude of self absorption had
-3
not been recognized) that a 10 M sample would give a greater
fluorescence intensity and would facilitate the detection of the
fluorescence. However, due to the absorption of the
emission back into the level, the opposite is true at high
concentrations. Thus, while many normal fluorescence spectra may
-3
be run at concentrations of 10 M or higher, it is strongly
recommended that in detecting dual fluorescences, that concentrations
-4
of 10 M or lower be used. Since the absorption is the product
of concentration and transition probability, increasing the
concentration increases the absorption and decreases the observed
F^ fluorescence intensity.
Figure 13 shows this effect over a concentration range of
~6 ~3
10 M to 10 M. While the F^ fluorescence intensity is larger
—6
relative to the fluorescence at 10 M, it should be remembered
that this is a losing situation because lowering the concentration
decreases the over-all intensity. Thus, a compromise must be
reached between total intensity and the amount of F^ fluorescence
lost to self absorption. However, F^ fluorescence could arise
from coupling between levels and internal conversion to S^. At
best, neglecting all other effects, the minimum intensity
obtainable in F^ (assuming that it is pumped by F^ fluorescence)
would be found by computing the intensity from and then calculating
RELATIVEINTENS TY
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Figure 13. Effects of concentration on the absorption
of emission in fluoranthene.
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the resulting intensity of F^ based on known concentrations,
extinction coefficients, and quantum yields. It seems that it
probably will be impossible to completely eliminate the F^
fluorescence, but at least it should be possible to determine its
origin and correct the intensities for that arising from self
absorption.
It is also of interest to determine the relationship between
fluorescence intensity and temperature. Figure 14 shows the
fluorescence of fluoranthene at 77°K, at room temperature (298°K),
and at intermediate temperature. All spectra were run at the same
instrument sensitivity on the fluorimeter, and only the temperature
of the sample was varied. Not only does the overall intensity
decrease, but all structure in the F^ region dissappears and the
F^ intensity decreases relative to the F^ intensity in going from
77°K to 298°K. The relative intensities for the 3923A line are
64.5% of the F^ intensity at 77°K and only 40% at 298°K.
Figure 15 shows the spectrum of fluoranthene run on the laser
excitation apparatus at 77°K in EPA, and 10 Si concentration.
The regions of F^ and F^ fluorescence are clearly defined and
are in good agreement with those run on the fluorimeter. From
this spectrum, it was possible to identify the wavelengths of
interest in each region of the spectrum for future reference. The
F^ region shows a good deal of structure and as a result, each
band is easily labeled. However, in the F^ region the bands are
not as sharp and therefore each band was labeled
RELATIVEINTENSITY
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Figure 14, Effects of temperature on the fluorescence
emission of a 10"^M sample of fluoranthene.
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at the midpoint of the band or the highest point, whichever was
the easiest to distinguish. The resulting regions (now defined
by line number - wavelength) are given in Table 2, with the 3710A
line determined to be the 0-0 transition of and the 4050A
the 0-0 transition of S^Sq.
On scanning the region from the laser wavelength (3371A)
through the region, an interesting feature was observed in the
vicinity of 3500A. Figure 16 shows a very broad structureless
band in the region of 3500A which does not seem to be related to
the F^ fluorescence. The new band is located at 3535A, and is
1376cm ^ lower in energy than the laser excitation line, and is
1334cm ^ higher than the F^ fluorescence.
In order to examine the intensity distribution of the F^ region
a time resolved spectrum was run in which the boxcar gate is
positioned at some fixed point in time and the spectrometer scanned.
(This method of energy resolved spectra has been described
earlier.) The laser excitation was defined as the point of zero
time. The resulting spectra are referenced relative to the laser
pulse and the laser pulse can now be considered to be constant
in time. (Since the laser pulse itself triggers the boxcar,
any time fluctuations in the firing of the laser are compensated
for by this method.)
Figure 17 shows the time resolved spectra of the region
from 3450A to 4000A in 40 nsec increments from zero time to
120 nsec. This .allows one to see intensity distributions and
Table 2. Wavelength regions in the fluorescence spectrum
of fluoranthene.
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Figure 16. The F fluorescence region of fluoranthene at 77°K
in EPA and 10*~^M concentration.
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WAVELENGTH IN A
Figure 17. Time resolved spectrum of the F£ region
of fluoranthene in 40nsec increments from zero time
to 120nsec.
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changes in intensity as a function of time. The region
from 3700A to 4000A shows a marked sharpening of the lines due to
depopulation of levels of S^, but more interesting is the band
at 3535A. This band decays very fast to low intensity, has no
structure, and is very broad. The spectra in figure 17 are
all normalized to the F^ maximum at 46GOA and therefore the 120
nsec delayed spectrum seems more intense than the 0 nsec one.
However, the instrument sensitivity is increased with each run
to achieve normalization so that the 120 nsec delayed spectrum is
very much weaker than indicated in the figure. Likewise the 3535A
band is decaying very fast and does not remain constant from
80 nsec to 120 nsec as it seems.
Since this band is 1376cm ^ from the laser excitation, it
could possibly be a Raman band of a C-C stretch (approximately
1400cm . However, the absence of any other bands in this region
14 11
seems to preclude this possibility. Geldof et al. and Deinum
observed the same type of phenomena in pyrene and 3,4-benz,pyrene.
They attributed an observed short lived line, blue shifted by
approximately 1400cm ^ to a ’'hot", S', band; i.e. , an excited
vibronic level of If this is a hot band, it should have a very
fast relaxation time, which it does, but its intensity should also
increase with increasing temperature.
22
Nauman reported the fluorescence of fluoranthene as
originating at 3532A, and extending to 3932A. However, in light
of these more detailed experiments, it seems more reasonable to
assign the F^ fluorescence to the region from 3710A to 3923A and
the 3535A band to a hot band. It thus appears that the observation
of hot bands in F^ fluorescence may not be as unusual as one
might suppose.
Figure 18 shows some of the primary photophysical processes
which may occur following excitation of the second excited
singlet state in an aromatic molecule. The different fluorescence
decay steps are indicated by (F^) and ^2^5 an^ t*ie
location of a possible hot band is indicated by S'.
In order to examine the structure of the F^ region and to
define the location of the lines, a ratio spectrum was run in
which another photomultiplier was inserted to monitor the laser
power. This technique smoothes out the slight (1-5%) fluctuations
in laser power and more precisely defines the location of a band
since the ratio of the two signals is taken. This is the dual
channel ratio mode described earlier, and, in a sense, is analogous
to a dual beam spectrometer. Figure 19 shows the ratio spectrum
of the F^ fluorescence from 3700A to 4000A, and the wavelengths
of the five distinct lines in the spectrum are listed in Table 2.
An interesting question now arises as to the time relationship
between the F^ and the fluorescence. The time resolved spectra
of the total fluorescence (F^ and F£) were recorded in the same
manner as the F^ spectrum in Figure 17 and this is indicated in
Figure 20. The F^ spectrum is characterized by having broad
structureless bands so that marked changes in the intensity
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Figure 18. Some primary photophysical processes which
may occur following excitation into the second excited
singlet state of an aromatic molecule.
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Figure 19. The ratio spectrum of the F2 fluorescence
of fluoranthene in EPA at 77°K and 10 -*M concentration.
WAVELENGTHINANGSTROMS




distribution are generally not observed. However, an interesting
feature of this is that the relative intensity of to F^ appears
to increase at longer times. This could be caused by the
state feeding, or back populating, S^. Since this is most
improbable, the other possibility is that the state is decaying
faster than S^. The spectra in Figure 20 were normalized with
the 4600A band of F^ full scale (The spectra in Figure 17 were
recorded in the same manner.). It is to be noticed in Figure 17
that the ^2^1 intensity is greater at 120 nsec delay than at 0
nsec delay, indicating that S2 decays slower than S-^.
The actual lifetimes of the two states were then determined.
The decay curves were plotted by setting the spectrometer to the
line in question and scanning (in time) the gate of the boxcar
averager. This is illustrated in Figure 7 and has been described
in de-tail in the section on experimental methods. Figure 22 shows
the overlay of several different lines and their relationship
to the exciting pulse. Here, zero time represents the start of
the time base, and the display of the decay curves represents their
location in the time base range.
The laser line at 3371A is represented by the solid line,
the 3535A hot band by the dotted line, the 4050A and 4600A band
belong to and the dashed line represents the 3710A line. It is
clear that the 3710A line of F^ is longer lived than the F^
fluorescence, but to determine the magnitude of the decay free from
the laser pulse, the computer program using the method of moments,
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Figure 21. Experimental decay curves for the two
spectral regions of fluoranthene and their relationship
to the excitation pulse (solid line).
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described earlier, was employed. This program, as modified by
us, determines the best fit from fitting the calculated curve to the
exponential data using one, two, or three exponentials. The
resulting best fit, as determined by the smallest standard
deviation of the moments, is plotted, and then the corresponding
decay function is plotted. This is indicated in Figure 22 for the
3820A line of The fact that the slope of the decay function
and the decay curve are the same means that the decay function
represents a good interpretation of the decay curve.
For computational ease, the decay function is calculated to
fit into the range covered by the experimental decay; and thus,
while the two curves are not of the same magnitude, the
relationship between their slopes indicates the closeness of the
fit. The decay functions determined in this manner give a value
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Figure 22. Computer calculated best fit to the experimental
decay curve. The calculated decay function is plotted in
the lower curve.
Table 3. Experimentally determined lifetimes for the
various lines in the fluoranthene spectrum.















A pulsed laser spectroscopy system has been designed and
constructed and utilized to study the dual fluorescence of
fluoranthene. The apparatus, as described, incorporates a pulsed
molecular nitrogen gas laser and associated electronics, spectrometer,
and data processing electronics. The completed experimental
arrangement allows for the measurment of energy (wavelength)
resolved spectra as well as the determination of decay times-
time resolved spectra. The short pulse length and high intensity
of the nitrogen laser allows these spectra to be recorded with
higher spectral resolution than is generally available. Thus,
the experimental system presented here is capable of being applied
to a great variety of fluorescent compounds and is, in general,
applicable to the study of fluorescence of most molecules. The high
intensity of the nitrogen laser pulse also makes it possible to
study compounds which have low quantum yields of fluorescence with
relatively little difficulty.
Using the apparatus described in the experimental section, the
time resolved and energy resolved (wavelength) spectra of the
dual fluorescence of fluoranthene have been characterized. The
energy resolved spectrum consists of two easily discernible
regions: the s region (S^S^), x^here the major contribution to the
Orn
fluorescence originates from transitions ^ to totally
symmetric vibronic components of the ground electronic state
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<j)Qw? covers the region from 3700A to 3925A, and the £ region (S^->Sq)
whi-ch contains the region above 4000A and represents the contribution
to the emission which arises from transitions {cf> _ }->-{4> } to
£ o
iw
nontotally symmetric components <f> of the ground electronic state.
0
The theoretical radiative lifetime of the states in the s
region may be calculated from the relation given by the Mulliken
approximation as follows:
t = 1.5/(fv2)
where f = the integrated oscillator strength
and v = the wavenumber of the transition.
2A
Assuming a value of 0.1 for the oscillator strength (Michl
calculates an approximate value of 0.1, and Wannier also
assumes this to be a reasonable value for this type of transition.)
of the s region one calculates a theoretical radiative lifetime
of 20 nsec. However, the 3710A line has an experimental decay time
of 140 nsec, and the 3820A line has a decay of 102 nsec. The
complete listing of the descrete spectral regions and their
corresponding lifetimes are given in Table 4, and the same lines
are given with their decay functions (a’s and t’s) in Table 5.
In the intermediate level spacing, strong coupling situation
one expects that the radiative decay times in the s and £ regions
should be approximately equal, while the oscillator strength for the
Sn->S„ excitation exceeds that of the S^S., transition by about0 2 0 1 3
one to two orders of magnitude. From the data it is indeed apparent
that the experimental decay times vary very slightly (by about a
Table 4. Assignment of the lines in the fluoranthene
spectrum.













Table 5. Calculated decay functions for a "best fit" to
one or two exponential decays.





3710 0.03 55.9* 0.0066 143.5 0.25 3.68
3768 0.0828 17.7
3820 0.0529 44.27* 0.0176 102.5 0.175 4.854
3865 0.0781 18.7
3923 0.0363 45.4







* Not a "best fit",
t Reflects a small base line drift.
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factor of two) from the s region to the l region.
If coupling is involved in this case, one would expect
that the decay time in the s region would be appreciably lengthened
relative to that expected on the basis of the integrated oscillator
strength for the transition. By comparing the observed and
calculated radiative lifetimes, it is noted that the energy
resolved radiative lifetimes in the s region, which correspond to
"resonance fluorescence" from the second excited singlet state,
are appreciably longer (by a factor of 5-6) than expected on the
basis of the integrated oscillator strength for the S -+S. transitionu z
(f - 0.1). Thus, the experimental data are in good agreement
28
with the theoretical predictions for the intermediate level
spacing strong coupling situation.
From Table 5 the decay functions as calculated from the
experimental decay curves are listed. It is noticed that all of the
lines (except two) have a single exponential decay. The 3710A
line and the 3820A line both have a two component decay characterized
by a very short (4 nsec) decay followed by a longer lived
component. At the present time there seems to be no conclusive
3
explanation of this phenomenon. Jortner notes that the decay from
a state in the s region should be a sum of exponentials. That is,
a sum of the exponential decay from the upper state and the
exponential decay from the lower state to which it is coupled.
Rhodes,"* however, says that the observed decay should be a sum of
the exponential decays of the states involved in the region.
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This two component decay is quite intriging; one possibility
is that the short component is the result of the emission of a hot
band of the same wavelength, thus overlaping the principle
transition. If a hot level emitted to an excited ground vibronic
level with the same energy (wavelength) as the normal 3710A or
3820A lines , if: could give a fast component to the decay. However,
that the two lines would be precisly the same energy is unlikely.
Therefore, if this sort of process occured, it should be possible
to discern a change in the line shape with time that parallels
(in time) the decay. A shift in wavelength would also be observed.
This would need to be checked by a much more careful time resolved
spectrum of the lines because of any possible wavelength shift.
Nevertheless, it seems that the full explanation of this phenomenon
will have to await further theoretical developments or refinements
in measurment, higher resolution time resolved spectra.
The 3768A and 3865A lines are characterized by a very short
decay, and are even shorter than the theoretical predictions by
a few nanoseconds. Thus, these lines are assigned to "hot" bands
of the emission and do not represent true states of the s
region. The 3923A line represents an interesting case in which
it is also proposed that this is a hot band of Sa but is also
jL
coupled to S^. It is energetically in the s region but has a
lifetime comparable to the l region. It seems, therefore, that the
3923A line represents a coupled hot band of S .
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However, the data presented here agree well with what is
3 5
generally expected to be observed on a theoretical basis 5 . Thus,
fluoranthene provides a very good case for the study of dual
fluorescence and should be an interesting example for theoretical
examination since its energy separation between and is fairly
large, and there is less of a problem of the overlap of hot
and emission which is the problem in the cases of 1,12-
benzperylene and 3,4-benzpyrene.
There are further experiments on fluoranthene which may be
suggested. Preliminary, but not conclusive, experiments with
the fluorimeter have indicated that it might be possible to increase
the ^2^1 rata° by increasing the excitation energy (shorter
wavelength) . If this turns out to be the case, then it would tend
to definitely disprove the thermal population argument as well as
show the magnitude of internal conversion from to S^, if any.
Since there will always be some F^ observed (from self absorption
of F2) , it would be impossible to completely eliminate the F^
emission. However, the limiting magnitude of F^ fluorescence can
be calculated, and by exciting at higher energies, the ratio of
F^/F^ may be obtained. In this way the experimental limiting
value of F^ intensity may be determined. The difference between this
value and the theoretical intensity should yield an estimate of the
magnitude of the internal conversion.
Of even greater interest is the phosphorescence. The
theoretical implications of observing phosphorescence from more
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than one state have not been fully developed largely because the
observation of phosphorescence from is not expected to occur.
It has been suggested that the spin allowed internal
conversion should be much more favorable than the spin forbidden
phosphorescence, and thus, only T^Sq phosphorescence should
be observed. However, Figure 12 clearly shows the dual nature
of the phosphorescence in fluoranthene and the spectrum presented
in Figure 12 should be compared to that of Figure 11. The mere
observation of dual phosphorescence is in itself unexpected and, thus,
warrants further study as it immediately offers a system consisting
of four descrete radiating states S^, and S^). In light
of this, it can be speculated that internal conversion does not
occur from to S^. Since is of the same orbital symmetry
as S^, intersystem crossing might occur from S2 to T2. Likewise
to Sx does not occur, but to Sq does.
A possible four level system might be envisioned as follows in
Figure 23, with virtually no internal conversion occuring between
the singlet states or between the triplet states.
Since the spectra in figures 11 and 12 were run on the
fluorimeter and a mechanical chopper was used to discriminate
against the short lived fluorescence, then the phosphorescence
observed must be fairly long lived although no lifetimes have
been measured on the laser system.
20
Busch et al. have observed the fluorescence from F^ and
the phosphorescence from in benzophenone and analyzed the observed
Figure23.Possiblfoulevelseq encef rthproces es occuringinfluoranthene.
spectra in terras of the coupling models. Busch et al. concluded
that the decay from the lowest singlet state of benzophenone
exhibits predominantly the characteristics of strong interstate
singlet-triplet coupling. It seems likely that in fluoranthene
there may be some interstate coupling between and T^, and
between and T^.
Thus, the triplet systems in fluoranthene offer some very
interesting experimental possibilities which naturally have
strong theoretical implications. The work carried out in this
study on the fluorescence of the singlet systems offers a firm
basis upon which to build future experiments. Certainly the
understanding of this complex system will help refine the
theoretical predictions put forth to date.
The experimental systems thus developed have provided a
means for examining the dual nature of the fluorescence in
fluoranthene and additional experiments have suggested future
experiments which should be undertaken to fully understand this
four level system. It is hoped that the data presented in this
study will help towards the understanding of those processes




DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A PULSED
MOLECULAR NITROGEN LASER
Introduction
A molecular nitrogen gas laser is one of a class of self-
30-32 33
terminating pulsed gas lasers that include neon , copper ,
34
and lead . These lasers are typically excited by a fast-rising
high voltage discharge and produce peak powers in the kilowatt
to megawatt range, with pulse widths of the order of ten
nanoseconds.
The energy level transition that takes place in a 3371
angstrom, pulsed molecular nitrogen laser corresponds to the (0,0)
transition of the second positive band system of nitrogen, as
shown in figure AI-1. The radiative lifetime of the C state is
40 nanoseconds, while the radiative lifetime of the B state is
10 microseconds. These lifetimes are in the wrong ratio for
a steady state laser operation unless some selective collisional
de-excitation process could be produced which would make the
effective B state lifetime less than that of the C state. If the
rate of excitation into the C state is larger than that for
the B state, however, inversion and laser action can be obtained
for a time like that required for transitions from C to B.
35
This process has been observed experimentally . Independent















ce A3>1, Partial energy level diagram for molecular
nitrogen showing the relevant energy levels
of a laser operating on the second positive
band at 3371 angstroms.
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can be varied, the output of a pulsed nitrogen laser has been
36
found to last for approximately 20 nanoseconds . However, the
length of the optical cavity (active medium) does have an
effect on the observed pulse length, and pulse lengths are
37
often reported as being about 10 nanoseconds .
A simple theory has been developed which appears to
account for most of the observed features of the molecular
nitrogen laserDirect electron impact excitation of the triplet
3 3
states C 77~ and B IT is the excitation mechanism which has been
38
used in theory to overpopulate C with respect to B (inversion)
for times of the order of the 40 nanosecond radiative lifetime
of C.
There are several advantages to using a molecular nitrogen
gas laser over conventional light sources. First of all, there is
the definite synchronization characteristic. A laser pulse
can be generated with less than one microsecond total delay
time relative to a random input trigger signal. This is in
contrast to optically pumped, solid state lasers in which the
Q--switching must take place during the time the optical pumping
in being performed, a time typically the order of a millisecond.
The inherent short delay of the nitrogen laser allows its use
in applications where a laser must remain in a continuous standby
condition and yet be capable of reacting within less than one
microsecond to some external stimulus.
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The nitrogen laser offers excellent pulse to pulse
36 37
stability , ’ and pulse to pulse uniformity is usually less
3 7 36
than one per cent . Also, tests have shown that nitrogen laser
systems are capable of over 25 million operations without
degradation in the laserTs output or failure of system components.
Thus, this reliability allows the laser to be used in applications
where long duration performance is essential. (In the test
cited, the test was intentionally terminated at 25 million
cycles of the laser system.)
Aside from the advantage of high peak power associated
with nitrogen laser systems, the problem of removing waste heat
and energy form the lasing medium appears to be a general
limitation on the average power output of all lasers, both solid
and gas. In the case of pulsed nitrogen lasers, the time required
to diffuse the waste heat through the gas to the walls places
a limit on the maximum pulse reptition rate attainable in a
static laser.
Degradation of the laser's performance at high repitition
rates is determined by the temperature of the nitrogen gas prior
to the electrical pulse and the concentration of atoms and
vibrationally or electrically-excited metastables. The effect
of increased temperature is to increase the rotational excitation
which will essentially broaden the transition and lower the gain.
Increasing the proportion of vibrationally or electronically
excited molecules reduces the population inversion because the
100
excitation cross section for these transitions are not as favorable.
For a given input power, the gas temperature is determined both
by diffusion cooling of the gas to the channel sidewalls and the
rate of heat transfer through the sidewalls. This buildup of
atoms and metastables is suppressed either by catalytic sidewalls
or by flowing the nitrogen through the laser channel.
For a typical nitrogen laser configuration of a 3 mm wide
gas channel operating at 20-30 torr, the time corresponding
to the lowest order diffusion mode is approximately one millisecond.
This sets a limit of approximately one thousand pulses per second
on the repetition rate. Therefore, in the current design
flowing nitrogen is used, and the pulse rate is limited to 30
pulses per second; however, in this case the pulse rate is
determined by the power handling capability of the thyratron
and not the laser itself.
Construction
The molecular nitrogen laser design incorporates a bandsaw
blade as a multiple electrode structure to ensure an even
transverse (cross-field) discharge in flowing nitrogen and
produces superradiant emission at 3371 angstroms.
The laser head consists basically of two plates of glass
supported on an aluminum base which serves both as a support
and an electrical ground. (See figure AI-2.) The high voltage





Figure AI~2, Cross-sectional View of laser channel
with aluminum support channel shown on
the. right..
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both for distribution of the storage capacitor’s charge to
the dumping capacitors and as a mechanical support for the
dumping capacitors, bandsaw blade, and copper spacer.
The schematic of operation of the nitrogen laser is
illustrated in figure AI-3. Twenty dumping capacitors are
mounted in parallel along the laser base and are connected
together by the bus bar which in turn is connected to the
low inductance storage capacitor. The storage capacitor is
then charged to 10 KV. to 15 KV. and as the thyratron is triggered,
the positive side of the floating storage capacitor is grounded,
which then establishes the other side (bus bar) at a high
negative potential (-10 KV. to -15 KV.). The charge, therefore,
flows onto the bus bar to the dumping capacitors to provide
the energy for the discharge in the nitrogen. This results
in direct electron impact excitation of the triplet states
of molecular nitrogen's second positive band, and superradiant
lasing at 3371 angstroms.
The base of the laser channel is a section of channel
aluminum 1.5 meters long and 12.7cm wide with two parallel
grooves (0.63cm wide, 0.32cm deep, and 1.22m long) milled
into it. The grooves are separated by a gap of 3mm and
accomodate the plate glass strips which form the walls of the
laser cavity. The glass plates are double strength tempered
plate glass 6mm thick, 5cm wide, and 1.2m long, and are glued
STORAGECAPACITOR
FigureAI-3.Functionaldia ramoftheele t onicsf r dischargeinapulsedmolecularnitrog nla e .
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into the grooves using General Electric Silicon Seal (RTV).
This material provides adequate vacuum seal, is easily applied
and alleviates mechanical problems since it is still flexible
when cured. (High vacuum is not essential since the operating
pressure of the laser is 10-25 torr.) The dumping capacitors
are mounted in holes along the laser channel and are spaced
6cm apart. One 1.5mm hole is drilled in the ridge at each end
to admit and withdraw nitrogen.
The bandsaw blade is about 1mm thick, 15mm wide, and has
teeth about every 2mm (14 teeth per 2.54cm). Electrical
connection to the dumping capacitors is through a bus bar made
from 3mm copper stock and machined to shape (see figure AI-2).
The blade is sandwiched between this and another machined
piece of copper to complete the top of the channel, and positioned
so that the teeth are 3.81cm from the aluminum base. The three
pieces are glued in place with the silicon seal (fig. AI-2)
and the ends of the laser cavity are then sealed with optical
grade, quartz windows 0.62mm thick. They are also attached
to the plate glass by the silicon seal.
Use of the large aluminum channel allows the addition
of leveling feet, electrical components, and an adjustable
front silvered mirror at one end. The use of a mirror at one
end increases the output power and reduces the beam divergence
from several milliradians to one milliradian. No attempt
at multiple reflections is necessary because the laser is
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operating in a superradiant mode and also, the short pulse length
limits the optical time path. Since light travels at 30cm per
nanosecond, there would be a maximum of four passes through the
laser.
The nitrogen flow system uses a standard fore pump to
pump dry tank nitrogen through the laser, and pressure in the
laser is monitored by a mercury manometer and regulated by
a needle valve in the input line.
Electrical Circuitry
The electrical circuitry for the laser is shown in figure
AI-4, and incorporates a 2N4852 unijunction oscillator and
a plastic thyristor (2N4443) to fire the thyratron through
a trigger pulse. The thyratron is a hydrogen fulled Amperex
type 6279/5c22 that will switch the high voltage when provided
with a 100 volt pulse to the grid, but to prevent high voltage
grid flashback which will destroy the triggering circuitry,
a negative voltage must be applied to the grid to shut off the
thyratron. Therefore, a pi-filter is provided between the
grid and triggering transformer so that the back voltage produced
by its reactance turns off the thyratron. As an added precaution,
a buffer amplifier and a thyrector protect the unijunction
and the thyristor.
The storage capacitor has a very low self-inductance




FigureAI-4.Schematicdiagramofelect onicsf operationf nitrogenlaser.Uniju ctionoscillat rit p, andtriggerc rcuitforg idisatbo tom.
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be accomplished early in the breakdown of the nitrogen and
is mounted on the bus bar for mechanical support and for electrical
connection to the dumping capacitors.
The bulk of the circuitry is mounted in a box near the-laser,
but the current limiting resistor and the thyratron are mounted
on the aluminum channel. This minimizes the path to ground
for the thyratron and results in increased power output and
efficiency.
The high voltage comes from an unregulated, one kilowatt
supply capable of 20 KV. at 50 ma. However, the laser requires
about 5 ma. when operating with this circuit design at 30 Hz,
and the oscillator is limited to 30 Hz due to the power dissipation
capability of the thyratron. The voltage requirement is also
limited to 15 KV, by the thyratron and the current-limiting
resistor is chosen to limit the current in the high voltage
supply during its grounding by the thyratron.
The charging and discharging of the dumping capacitors
37
has been observed with a fast high voltage probe to charge
for about 100 nsec, from the storage capacitor, then discharge
in less than 20 nsec. (100% to 10%), a time comparable to the
lifetime of the lasing levels of the second positive band in
molecular nitrogen^
Laser Operating Parameters
The use of a bandsaw blade as a multiple point electrode
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structure results in a very uniform discharge in the nitrogen
in the laser cavity over a pressure range of 10 to 40 torr.
The pulse to pulse uniformity of the laser at optimum pressure is
better than 1%. A plot of pressure vs. relative power is shown
in figure Al-5, and displays the dependence of the laser output
power on the nitrogen pressure. In figures AI-5, 6, and 7, the
laser power was recorded using a silicon photodiode as a detector.
Therefore, these graphs represent the relative output power
and not an absolute power, but since the photodiode output is
directly porportional to the incident radiation, the photodiode
output plotted against another variable has the same meaning
as a relative laser output plotted against the same variable.
The graph in figure AI-5 shows a minimum threshold pressure of
10 torr necessary to achieve laser action, and this agrees
37
well with results obtained by Schenck . This plot also establishes
an optimum operating pressure of 20 to 25 torr for the most
effecient results and smoothest performance. In the threshold
region (10 torr) and the fall-off region (40 torr) the pulse
to pulse uniformity is very poor and laser action is very unstable.
Having established the optimum pressure, a plot of applied
voltage vs. output power at a pressure of 21 torr was made;
and this shows very clearly the threshold condition imposed
by the voltage requirement to be 9 KV. to 10 KV. This also
37
agrees with Schenck*s value of 9.5 KV. (See figure Al-6.)
At a nominal operating condition of 13.5 KV. it is observed
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Figure AI-5. Laser output power as a function
of nitrogen pressure.
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Figure AI-6. Laser output power as a function
of applied voltage.
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that the output power is very close to the maximum, so that
it is possible to operate at this voltage with little loss
in power, but with a higher switching capability of the thyratron
( rise time is 0.04 sec. at 13.5 KV.).
Figure AI-7 depicts the relationship between relative
output power and pulse rate. Instead of using the internal
oscillator circuit of the laser control system, a provision
has been made to connect an external pulse generator to the
thyristor as an added control over the timimg operations. This
connection point is labeled "A" in the electrical schematic
diagram in figure AI-4. From figure AI-7 it is observed that
the peak power drops from 160 KW. to about 120 KW. (from
absolute power measurments made later) as the pulse rate is
varied from one pulse to thirty pulses per second, but it should
be remembered that the average power is increased due to the
increased pulse rate.
Figure Al-8 shows a wavelength scan of the molecular
nitrogen laser’s output from 3300 to 3420 angstroms and shows
that there are no other appreciable lines in the region.
Likewise, at the same resolution other spectra have shown no
other lines over the range of 2500 angstroms to 6500 angstrons,
but these are not presented here for obvious reasons.
However, if one goes to a much higher sensitivity it is possible
to see other lines in the specrta even though they are of very























Figure AI-7 Peak laser output as a function
of pulse rate.
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be necessary to use a narrow band pass filter which allows
only the 3371 angstrom line to be transmitted.
Figure AI-9 is a higher resolution scan of a section
of fig. AI-8 but only over the region from 3364 angstroms
to 3378 angstroms and clearly shows the separation of the two
lines. The main nitrogen laser line is at 3371 angstroms,
and there is a smaller line at 3367 angstroms. The output
of a molecular nitrogen laser consists of approximately 41
separate lines centered at 3371 angstroms, with a band width
of approximately 1 angstrom at full—width-half—maximum. From
figure AI-9 it is seem that the width of the 3371 band at FWHM
is measured to be 1.25 angstroms. Therefore* it is seen that
the molecular nitrogen laser offers a very clear spectrum as
compared to other sources such as mercury and xenon arcs
and has a very high intensity essentially concentrated into one
line at 3371 angstroms.
Absolute power measurments of the nitrogen laser were
39
made using a potassium ferrioxalate actinometer . In this
method light sensitive potassium ferrioxalate is made and
diluted to a known concentration, and then irriadiated with the









Next, the Fe is complexed with 1,10-phenanthroline, left
to stand in the dark for one half hour, and the absorbance
read on a Heath model 703 filter spectrometer. The absorbance
read on the spectrometer in then related to the amount of iron .
produced.
Since the quantum efficiency is the number of moles produced
divided by the number of einsteins absorbed, the number
*f2
of einsteins may be calculated. (Number of moles of Fe from
the absorbance, and the quantum efficiency from ref. #39.)
Realizing that one einstein equals the number of molecules produced
times hv, and that this is the energy in joules, then knowing
the pulse length, it is possible to calculate the energy per
pulse i.e. the output power per pulse. Using this method,
the power of the nitrogen laser was measured to be 160 KW, and
this is in good agreement with the photodiode measurment made
37
by Schenck . At high pulse rates the power per pulse drops
to around 130 KW, but it must be remembered that the average
power increases due to the higher pulse rate.
Another Gas System
It has been reported that such a system as the molecular
30-32
nitrogen gas system should also work with neon . Therefore,
tests were made using neon gas instead of nitrogen, at a pressure
of 30 torr and a voltage of 15 KV. According to previous
32
experiments at these conditions, one is very near the threshold
condition for neon and indeed superradiant laser action was
observed, but only at low repetition rates. Thus, while in
some circumstances it may be possible to use the 5401 angstrom
line of the neon laser in this system, it does not seem as
reliable as nitrogen. The pulse to pulse uniformity was poor
(as to be expected near threshold) , and according to other
31
experiments , the experimental power attainable in this system
is about one kilowatt. Thus, for present applications it is
much more practical to use nitrogen as the excitation gas and




TUNABLE ORGANIC DYE LASER
Introduction
The tunable dye laser shares the intensity, monochromaticity,
coherence, and collimation characteristics of the fixed frequency
lasers and in addition has the unique feature of tunability.
What differentiates an organic dye molecule from other laser
materials is the fact that a dye has a broad continuous fluor¬
escence spectrum, rather than one or a series of narrow discrete
fluorescence emission lines. Lasing can occur only at wavelengths
where natural fluorescence is amplified, and thus continuous
tunability requires a continuous emission spectrum from the laser
active medium.
If a population inversion had been induced in the lasing
material so that there are more molecules in a higher energy level
than a lower one, trapped radiation with a frequency v
equal to the energy difference divided by h will be amplified
by stimulated emission during each pass through the active region.
The population inversion is essential for amplification since
the cross sections for stimulated emission and absorption are
equal.
Dye Laser Theory and Performance Parameters
When one considers the conjugated chain that comprises
the chroraophore of a dye, it is useful to approximate this complex
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system as a core plus a TT-electron cloud. The core Is comprised
of the constituent atomic nuclei plus the tightly bound, inner-
shell electrons, all bound together by a-bonding electrons.
In addition to valence electrons localized in bonding a orbitals
there are other valence electrons in 7T orbitals. The ir orbitals
of adjacent atoms overlap, forming in essence large (molecule
sized) wave functions that are delocalized over most of the
molecule. These electrons in the delocalized tt wave functions
are not so tightly bound as the a electrons and they are the
electrons that are involved in the near uv, visible, and near ir
optical transitions.
To a fair degree of approximation, the tt electrons can be
thought of as a one-dimensional electron gas of more or less
free electrons. Thus a (spatially) longer chromophore (i.e.
a longer conjugated chain with its associated tt electrons) can
be considered a longer "box" for the tt electron wave functions,
and the energy-level spacing is correspondingly reduced.
Everything else being equal, absorption and fluorescence will
occur at longer wavelengths for longer chromophores. Figure AII-1
demonstrates the relationship between types of dyes, structure,
and their wavelength tuning range.
Because the molecule is so large and has so many constituents,
i.e. so many bonds and internal degrees of freedom, there is a
great deal of opportunity for vibration and rotation along different
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into many, virtually continuous levels. Figure All-2 is a
schematic representation of the Tr-orbital energy levels of a dye
molecule. The dye laser operation is basically a four-level
process as shown by the heavy lines labeled excitation and emission,
but, in addition, there are other levels of interest which are:
the molecular ground state (singlet), the first excited singlet
state, the lowest triplet state, and the first excited triplet state.
Although this process has been known for some time, a detailed
theory of dye laser operation has only recently been developed
40
for two reasons . First, emission from optically fluorescing
organic dyes occurs over a spectral band that may be as wide as
1500 angstroms; furthermore, the molecular triplet state,
which is not radiatively connected to the ground state, may play
a critical role in the lasing process. Therefore, it is desirable
to consider the development of the gain equations (performance
parameters) of organic dyes in some detail.
The only allowed radiative transitions are between the
singlet pair and between the triplet pair, and it is the singlet-
singlet transition that is needed for lasing. However, because
the nonradiative intersystem crossing from the excited singlet
to the lower triplet is energetically allowed, and because the
subsequent decay to the ground state is relatively slow, the
triplet state plays an important part in laser action. This
population of the triplet state removes molecules from the lasing





Figure AII-2. Schematic representation of the energy
levels of a dye molecule. Excitation and
laser emission are represented by the
transitions A-H> and B-*a respectively.
Other transitions represent losses in the
laser process
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light by excitation to the upper triplet state.
One may define the gain as the rate at which photons are
being produced in, or removed from the laser cavity. Photons
are lost primarily by induced transitions, and are gained by
stimulated emission from the excited singlet state. With this
in mind it should be possible to write an expression for the
gain in terms of useful (measurable) quantities.
The transition rate between descrete states |l> (initial)
and |F> (final) is:
wfi=(2itM) |<f|v|i>|26(efi) (1)
V = perturbing term in the Hamiltonian
E„t = energy between initial and final states
X? 1
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The initial state has N photons in mode m and a molecule
m
excited to state (B) in figure AII-2. The final state has one




In the electric dipole coupling between (B) and (a), the matrix
element of V is:
|<F|v|l>|2 = l/2(7tom)[(N+l)m/yn2]|uBa.E]n|2 (4)
W and e = frequency and polarization vector of mode
m m
V — cavity volume
= dipole transition matrix element
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n = refractive index of the medium
Since there are many possible states (a), we must sum over all
the contributing final states.
IWFI - LMBa6<EFI) (5)
where
2 2
= LW it I y,, . e | /nBa a m 1 Ba m1
and the delta function allows for only energy conserving
transitions, ie. E + fiw = E_.
a m B
Since the states are densly distributed in energy, PadE^
equals the number of states in the energy range dE ( ie.
a
p = dN /dE ). The total emission from. (B) is now:
N
B *aWFI t (N+!)m/y] NBM]ga p. (6)
N = the assumed pressence of molecules in state (B),B
and bars indicate that p and are evaluated at E - E-flW,
a Ba a B
By similiar notation the absorption is:
dNm/d 11 absorp. = (NJv [N^^ + ] (7 )
The gain may now be defined as the rate of emission minus
the rate of absorption plus an additional loss term for dis¬
persive losses (mirrors, windows, etc.). Denote this as the
product of photon density and the dispersive loss function ie.
(N /V)(d\ ).
m m
Thus, the gain is:
-1,
dN /dt = (N /V)[ (1+N )KLMH P - NrM„,p,m m m B Ba a C Cd d
-N M , p, - d(X )]A Ab b v m
(8)
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Now one only has to relate these to measurable quantities.
The first term may be related to the fluorescence lifetime,
ie. the rate at which a molecule in state (B) decays to one of
the states (a) times the probability that the decay is accompanied
by a photon emission in the wavelength range A to dA; thus:
MBapn(A)dA = (1/t)E(A)dA (9)
t = the lifetime of (B)
and
E(A) - the probability of emission
E(A) is also called the line shape function.
Since not all de-excitations are radiative, the sum of the
photon emission probabilities is less than unity. The same is
true for the quantum yield, which is defined as the integral
over the emission band of the line shape function:
= / E(X)dX^l . (10)
From equation (9) replace n(X)dX by the density of states factor
3 4
(8irn /A )dX and reduce the first term in (8) to measurable
quantities, and we have:
NBMBaPa = NBl>4Ea)/8in:n3] (11)
The second and third terms are treated in the same manner.
To simplify things further, the dye may be described by
a linear absorption coefficient; that is, the photon number
decays exponentially with path length.
dN /dl = ~(a + ON
ni S 1 m
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where the absorption cross sections (extinction coefficients)
are:
as = nsas * p i-3
II Q
ft
and ns = \/v > "t = \/v
Multiply the first terra in (11) by n/c to express the rate of
change with path length rather than with time, and one has:
dNn/dl = Nmn^4E(^)/8'ncTn2]n* - agns - - r} (12)
r = losses due to mirrors, etc. and if only mirrors and
cell windows are important loss sources, then:
r = -(1/21) In R1R2t1t2 (13)
where a and a are the singlet-singlet and triplet-triplet
u 1
absorption cross sections and,
R = reflection coefficient
T - transmission coefficient
1 = cavity length
*
n = excited singlet concentration
Thus, the gain = the average growth rate per unit length per
photon,
G(A) = (1/Nm) (dNm/dl) . (14)
Explicitly, the gain function is:
G(A) = Ofimn* -aTnT - - r (15)
4 2
where a = the emission cross section = X E(A)/8Trn ci •
em
Figure AII-3 plots the absorption and emission cross sections








concentration n is equal to the sum of nQ, n*, and n^,. Thus,
equation (15) may be re-written as:
G = n*(og + as) - VVV " naS " r (16)
The lifetime of the molecule in the triplet manifold (t^)
may be typically 100 nsec., and if one assumes a time scale
for threshold studies several times longer than , one may
assume that electrons are leaving the triplet state as readily
as others are entering it. Where this equilibrium is valid,
( It should be clear that where the equilibrium triplet
approximation is not itself valid, its consequence is still true.
That is, n^ and n* can be proportional to each other with a
proportionally constant different from Kg^T^,.) the rate equation
for the triplet population is:
*T = n*KST “ VTT
and if the equilibrium exists, then n,^ = 0 and
Uj, = n*KgTTT . (17)
Now eliminate the triplet and ground state singlet concentrations
in favor of n* and n. The gain equation is now,
G(A) = yu* - a n - r
O
where the growth coefficient is
Y = °em + °S + KSTXT W ‘
(18)
(19)
Immediately, we see that the triplet state enters through K t
bl i
and through the wavelength dependence of the triplet cross
section a^,(A).
r
The gain as a function of wavelength for zero extrinsic loss
for several values of IC t is shown in figure AII-4 for
bi X
rhodamine 6G assuming n*/n = 0.01 and (n*/n = 0.01
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is a reasonably typical threshold value .) It should be clear
from figure AII-4 that the triplet state has a very significant
influence on the gain.
One should also notice that G=Q has the characteristic
of a threshold condition and this can be inverted to give the
threshold excited state population.
n*lG=o = n*(r/n> KstTT’ ^ Ig=o (2°)
It is very interesting in itself, to be able to calculate
the excited state population but, in addition, laser threshold
is defined by G=0, and the threshold inversion, which is really
the criteria in question, is trivially derived from equation (16)
(a + r/n)
(n*/n) = 2 (21)
(ag + as) - (aT - a^/n*
This equation is to be evaluated at the wavelength where
laser emission occurs, and this will occur at some wavelength
greater than that of the singlet-singlet absorption maximum,
where generally a (A)<<cr (A) and cr (A)^,a (A).
Since the triplet state is populated at a rate equal to
K^n* and spontaneously empties at a rate equal to n^/TT, n^
can be expressed in terms of n*, K , and The relative




Figure AII-4. The intrinsic, gain per unit length in the
dye for rhodamine 6G as a function of wavelength
for an arbitrary value of n*/n = 0.01 for
several values of n = K t .
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history of excitation, but is of the order of K T where
u JL
t/(xT+t), and t is the time since inception of excitation.
For times t>>xT, n^/n* = K^x^, and threshold inversion is
a function of two variables, A and the normalized extrinsic loss
r/n, plus the parameter which is essentially determined
42
by the dye, solvent, and triplet quencher used if any .
Figure AII-5 shows the threshold inversion, (n*/n)^_Q as
a three dimensional surface plotted as a function of A and r/n
for rhodamine 6G in this "long-time" equilibrium triplet limit.
The value used for n /n* = K x is 1.0 which is close to the
Jl d J. JL
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value of 0.9+.2 experimentally determined by Snavely .
The increased threshold at shorter wavelengths reflects
the increase in singlet-singlet self-absorption (a is the
u
numerator of equation 21) as A decreases. Toward longer wave¬
lengths, a becomes negligible, but the extrinsic loss r/n
u
remains finite in the numerator, and a also decreases toward
g
longer wavelengths, generally more rapidly than a^, so (a^-cr^n^/n*)
can vanish. This is the origin of the long wavelength "triplet
wall" in figure AII-5. The slope and location of this triplet
wall depend strongly on n^/n* and hence can be time dependent
for excitation times short compared to the triplet life time.
If n^/n* K^T is large enough, the triplet wall can be dis¬
placed into the short-wavelength, high singlet absorption loss
domain, and threshold inversion will be unattainable. The time
132
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Figure AII-5. The relative excited state population at ^
threshold (n*/n) in rhodamine 6G for x^=1.0
as a function of lasing wavelength A (run;,
and normalized extrinsic loss r/n. The
iso-loss contours are the intersections of
constant loss planes with the zero gain
surface, and the dotted line representing
the locus of minima of the intersections
is the critical threshold inversion for
self-tuning.
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dependence of T, for excitation times << x^, explains the require¬
ment for fast exciatation for many dyes; under sufficiently fast
excitation threshold inversion can be obtained before the triplet
wall has had time to build up to its equilibrium value.
In principle, lasing can occur at any wavelength and any
extrinsic loss for which a physically realizable fraction of dye
molecules can be excited to the zero ga,in surface. In a given
experimental configuration, however, r/n is fixed by mirror
reflectivity, scattering losses, etc. For example, a non-dis-
persive extrinsic loss can be represented in figure AII-5 by a
plane orthogonal to the r/n axis. The intersection of such a plane
with the zero gain surface defines an "iso-loss" line on the
surface.
Self-tuned laser threshold occurs at the wavelength of the
minimum (n*/n) n point on the physically relevant iso-loss line,
and the excited state population is fixed at the value by stim¬
ulated de-excitation. The dotted line in figure AII-5 is the
locus of the iso-loss minima. Clearly, the locus of minima
occurs at shorter wavelengths and larger values of n*/n as the
normalized extrinsic loss is increased.
Figure AII-6 shows the self-tuned wavelength for 7-diethyl-
amino-4-methylcoumarin. The larger peaks over the emission range




Figure AII-6. Wavelength scan of a self-tuned
(superradiant) dye laser using
7-diethylamino-4-me thylcoumarin.
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In contrast to a self-tuned system, the loss can be made
to be wavelength dependent. If a diffraction grating is replaced
for one of the laser-cavity mirrors, for a given grating
setting light of only one wavelength will be reflected back
upon itself to retraverse the active medium. The extrinsic loss
is then effectively infinite for wavelengths that are not
retroreflected. Constraining the laser action to this specified
wavelength is equivalent to choosing a specific constant wave¬
length plane in figure AII-5. The value of the loss associated
with the dispersive element at that wavelength then acts to
specify an iso-loss line on the surface. The intersection of the
iso-loss line with the constant wavelength plane then determines
the point on the zero gain surface where lasing occurs. It is
important to note that this point need not, and typically does
not, lie on the locus of minima.
This configuration with a dispersive loss element in the
cavity is denoted as "externally tuned" since threshold is no
longer constrained to appear on the locus of iso-loss minima.
Tuning is accomplished simply by rotating the grating so that a
different wavelength will become the retroreflected, low-loss
wavelength for the dispersive cavity. Figure AII-7 shows the
tuning range of a grating tuned, nitrogen laser pumped 7-diethyl-
amino-4-methylcoumarin laser.
Introduction of a dispersive loss element in the cavity




Figure AII-7. The wavelength tuning range of the
a dye laser using 7-diethylamino~4-
methylcoumarin in ethanol.
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of the laser. The spectral width (FWHM) of a self-tuned laser
is inherently quite wide (100 angstroms) while the externally tuned
wavelength may be typically 30-40 angstroms. Figure AII-8 shows
one line from an externally tuned coumarin laser and figure-AII-9
shows a higher resolution scan of the same line (note that the
line width is about 15 angstroms at FWHM).
44,45
Other experimenters 5 have inserted other types of
elements such as beam expanding telescopes and laser Fabry-Perot
etalons and have achieved even further reduaction in line widths.
Han.sch reports 0.03 angstroms at FWHM with a beam expanding tele¬
scope alone, and 300 MHz (less than 0.004 angstroms) with an
44
etalon inserted into the cavity .
46
From studies of the gain equation it is very clear that in
order to limit the built up of the triplet state, which is
detrimental to laser action, that pump sources with extremely
short pump times are desirable so that ^ 65 The pulsed
molecular nitrogen laser is an excellent pump source since it
has high intensity in the ultraviolet, high peak power, and a
very short pulse length. The pulse length of the nitrogen laser
as indicated in Appendix I is 10 nsec. , which is of the same order
as the fluorescence lifetimes of most organic dyes . Thus, a very
good match between pump and dye laser is possible.
44 45 47 48
Several dye laser designs have been devised * * * by
different workers, and the one used in these experiments is
similiar to that proposed by Myer’^( See figure AII-10), but with
INTENSITY
WAVELENGTH IN ANGSTROMS
Figure AII-8. Wavelength'scan of a line of a




Figure AII~9. Higher resolution scan of the laser
line in figure AII-8 showing a width




Schematic diagram of a tunable dye laser .
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provision for adding a beam expanding telescope as proposed by
49,50
Hansch. Tunable wavelengths from 3550 angstroms to 6500
47
angstroms are possible using a nitrogen laser pump and longer
49
wavelengths to the near infrared (1.2pm) are possible using
fast flashlamps or Q switched ruby lasers as the pump source.
Table AII-1 shows the characteristics of dyes pumped by a nitrogen
laser. The list is by no means complete as many more compounds
are known which lase, and new ones are being developed as research
in this area continues.
Probably the only real limitation of the dye laser is that it
cannot be Q switched to give tremendously high peak powers. This
limitation is intrinsic to dyes because their high spontaneous
fluorescence rates preclude any integrated pumping of excited-
state population for times greater than their spontaneous
lifetimes (a few nanoseconds). Ruby and neodymium have milli¬
second lifetimes during which excited state populations can be
pumped up, thus, dyes obviously do not provide the energy storage
capacity for extremely energetic pulses. That is, for pumping
times longer than a few nanoseconds, the dye laser output will
be in equilibrium with the pumping intensity.
In addition to the low cost of the laser-active material,
the potential impact of the dye laser is further emphasized by
its inherent simplicity, which is made possible by the large
gain of organic dye solutions pumped by a pulsed nitrogen laser.
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TABLE AII-1







Rhodamine 6G 6200-5650 0.22 at 6000A 4
7 -die thy1amino- 4900-4450 0.25 at 4650A 5
4- methylcoumarin
0.27 at 4500A 5
POPOP 4450-3900 0.13 at 4650A 8
0.18 at 4500A 8
Fluorescein 6000-5200 0.20 at 6000A 4
0.03 at 5500A 7
Diphenyl- 4500-4350 0.08 at 4500A 2
anthracene
Diphenyl- 4200-4000 0.23 at 4050A 8
stilbene
alpha-NPO 4135-3925 0.12 at 3950A 8
POPOP is 2,2’-p -Phenylenebis (5 -phenyloxazole)
alpha-NPO is 2- (1-naphthyl)-5-phenyloxazole




p-terphenyl lases in the region of 3410 angstroms
143
The high spectral purity, near diffraction-limited beam divergence,
and convenient reproducible wavelength tunability render this
laser as a powerful tool for optical spectroscopy. The short
pulse width makes the laser particularly well suited for dynamic
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